

















Soccer! is! regarded!as!an! intermittent! sport!with! the!majority!of! the!activity! completed!at!a! subH
maximal!intensity!that!predominantly!stresses!the!aerobic!energy!system.!Within!this!intermittent!
profile!are!frequent!unpredictable!changes!in!intensity!and!direction!of!movement.!Methodologies!
employed! to! evaluate! these! activities!within! soccer!matchHplay! have! developed! greatly! over! the!
last! four!decades.!Recent,! advances! in! semiHautomatic! computerised! tracking! technologies,! have!
replaced! traditional! methods! of! analysis,! and! now! permit! larger! and! more! complicated! sets! of!




variables! across! a! number! of! time! periods! (1,! 5,! 15Hminutes)! in! soccer! matchHplay.! Match!
performance! data! was! produced! using! a! computerised! semiHautomatic! multiHcamera! image!
recognition! system! (Prozone®,! Leeds,! England).! Physical! competitive! match! data! were! collected!
from!14!soccer!players!who!played!for!an!elite!professional!soccer!team!competing!in!the!English!
Premier!League!during!the!2010H2011!domestic!season!ranged!from!1!to!31!(14!games!±!8).!The!
physical! variables! selected! for! analysis! were! total! distance! covered,! total! highHspeed! running!
distance,! total! highHspeed! running! number,! highHspeed! running! distance,! highHspeed! running!
number,! total!sprint!distance,! total!sprint!number,!average!speed,!total!number!of!accelerations,!
total! number! of! high! accelerations,! total! number! of!medium! accelerations,! total! number! of! low!
accelerations,!total!number!of!decelerations,!total!number!of!high!decelerations,!total!number!of!
medium!decelerations,! total! number! of! low! decelerations.!WithinHgame! variability! (CV%)! ranged!
for! 1Hminute! (7%H261%),! 5Hminute! (16%! H! 225%)! and! 15Hminute! periods! ! (9%! H! 122%)! and! was!





within! this! thesis.! The! physical! measures,! average! speed! and! total! distance,! provide! potential!
indicators!of!physical!performance.!
The! aim!of! the! study! 2! (chapter! 4)!was! to! quantify! the! variability! associated!with! a! selection! of!
technical! performance! variables! used! in! elite! soccer! both! betweenHgame! and!withinHgame!using!
! ! !3!
time! periods! of! 1,5! and! 15Hminutes.! Technical! performance! data!was! again! produced! using! the!
same! computerised! semiHautomatic! multiHcamera! image! recognition! system! (Prozone®,! Leeds,!
England).! Technical! competitive!match! data!were! collected! using! the! same! 14! soccer! players! as!
Study! 1! (18! games! ±! 10).! Technical! variables! selected! for! analysis! were! pass,! successful! pass,!
passing! success! rate! (%),! passes! received! and! average! time! in! possession! (s).! The! findings!
demonstrated! that! withinHgame! time! periods! of! 5Hminutes! (27H68%)! and! 15Hminutes! (29H78%)!









The! aim! of! the! study! 3! (chapter! 5)! was! to! analyse! both! physical! and! technical! withinHgame!
performance!using!the!selected!variables!from!study!1!and!study!2!using!data!from!15Hminute!time!
periods.! The! study! also! applied! a! new! methodological! approach! to! data! analysis! to! identifying!
meaningful! changes! in! performance.! The! findings! from! study! 3! reported! that! the! physical!
performance!measures!H!total!distance!and!average!speed,!displayed!peak!values!during!the!0H15!
min!time!period!of!a!match!(1832m!and!2.04m/s!respectively).!A!drop!in!physical!output!was!found!
during! the! 60H75! min! period! for! total! distance! (1626m)! and! average! speed! (1.81m/s).! These!
changes! represented!meaningful! changes! in!performance!and!had!practical! significance.!Average!
time!in!possession!was!also!significantly!lower!in!the!opening!period!(0H15!min)!of!the!match!to!the!
75H90!min! period;! this! change! was! a!meaningful! change.! In! comparison,! technical! performance!
changes! withinHgame! were! not! conclusive.! These! findings! challenge! previous! assumptions! of!




following! a! competitive! match.! Analysis! for! CK! concentration! was! performed! immediately! after!
collection! via! spectrophotometry! using! a! commercially! available! reagent! kit! (Reflotron®! Systems,!
Roche,!Mannheim,! Germany).!Mean! ±! S.D! CK! concentration! 48! hrs! postHmatch!were! 520! ±! 224!
µ.mol.lH1!though!large!individual!variation!in!the!CK!response!at!this!time!point!was!observed!(184!
! ! !4!
µ.mol.lH1! to! 1573!µ.mol.lH1).!No! significant! correlation! coefficients!were!obtained!between! any!of!
the!chosen!indicators!of!physical!match!performance!and!CK!concentration!48!hrs!post!match.!This!




temporal! pattern! analysis! (THpattern! analysis).! The! THÈME©! 5.0! software! package! (Magnusson,!
1996,!2000)!was!used!to!analyse!the!performance!data!for!`THpatterns’!in!5!elite!players.!The!study!
found! that! THpatterns! of! different! temporal! lengths! do! occur! within! football! and! that! these!
patterns,!vary!from!simple!to!complex!and!that!these!occur!cyclically!throughout!the!game.!A!total!
of! 616! different! temporal! patterns! (including! high! intensity! activities)! were! identified! in! the!
analysis.! A! greater! number! of! these! patterns!were! seen! to! occur! in! the! second! half! of!matches!
compared! to! the! first! half! (252! v! 364).! Peaks! in! the! occurrences! of! pattern! sequences! were!
observed!between!0H15min,!45H60min!and!75H90min.!The!time!periods!that!contain!a!high!number!
of! pattern! sequences! may! represent! “chaotic”! phases! of! play.! The! findings! from! the! analysis!
showed! the! potential! of! THpattern! analysis! to! develop! our! understanding! of! the! physical!
movements! performed! in! soccer! and! the! physiological! demands! that! are! associated!with! them.
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a! complex! intermittent! sport! and! elite! player’s! will! generally! perform! a! wide! variety! of! soccerH
specific!actions!in!a!match!and!cover!a!total!distance!of!10H12km!(Drust!et!al.,!2007).!The!majority!







and!technical!actions!placed!on!players.!These!technical! involvements!with!the!ball!are! limited! in!
elite!soccer!with!less!than!2%!of!the!total!distance!covered!in!a!match!being!in!possession!of!the!
ball! (Reilly! &! Thomas,! 1978).! These! actions! include! actions! such! as! passes,! shots,! and! tackles!
(Carling!et!al.,!2008;!Drust!et!al.,!2007).!This!technical!ability,!though! limited! in! its! frequency! in!a!
game,!is!clearly!a!key!factor!in!the!performance!of!an!elite!player!(Bangsbo,!1994)!as!they!reflect!
specific! individual! actions! and! decisions! towards! the! total! team! effort.! This! element! of! soccer!
performance! is! contextualised! by! a! player’s! tactical! knowledge,! game! intelligence! and! decisionH
making,! so! that! actions! are! tactically! relevant! to! the! outcomes! of! the! game! (Williams! &! Reilly,!
2000).!
!
SemiHautomatic! tracking! systems!provide! the!capability! to!develop!a!detailed!activity!profile!of!a!
player! during! a! game.! Such! activity! profiles! from!within! the! game! are! an! important! alternative!
method! of! looking! at! a! player’s! match! performance! compared! to! looking! at! the! total! physical!
output!during!a!match.!Through!the!use!of!5,!15!and/or!45Hminute!time!intervals,!it!is!possible!to!
analyse! fluctuations! in! movements! that! may! be! related! more! closely! to! key! incidents! or!
occurrences! within! competition! (i.e.! scoreHline,! fouls,! goals! scored,! and! shots! on! goal).! For!
example,!Mohr! et! al.,! (2003)! reported! that! the! amount! of! highHintensity! running! in! professional!
players!decreased!substantially! in! the!final! third!of!games!as!well!as!observing!that! the!5Hminute!
period!immediately!after!the!most!intense!5Hminute!interval!in!a!match!included!less!highHintensity!
running! than! that! observed! during! the! average! 5Hminute! period.! Similar! data! has! also! been!
! ! !19!
replicated!with! technical! information! though! in! a!more! limited!way.! Studies! in! these! areas! have!
reported!differences! in! technical!performance!and! skillHrelated!proficiency!between!each!45!min!





factors! prevent! a! clear! understanding! of! the! dynamics! of! withinHgame! changes! in! activity!
pattern/technical! skill! being! obtained.! One! novel! development! in! semiHautomatic! computerised!
tracking!technologies!has!been!the!ability!to!utilise!small!time!periods!(e.g.!1Hminute!time!periods)!





Methodologies! employed! to! evaluate! the! activity!within! soccer!matchHplay!have!developed!over!
the! last! four!decades!as! requirements! for!valid!and!reliable! information!have! increased!(Drust!et!
al.,!2007).!Recent!advances! in! semiHautomatic! computerised! tracking! technologies!have! replaced!
previously! used! methods! of! analysis! that! provided! relatively! simple! data! for! small! numbers! of!
players! (Reilly!&! Thomas,! 1976;! Bangsbo,! 1994;!Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009).! Such! computerised,! semiH
automatic!computerised!tracking!technologies!provide!real!time!movement!information,!as!well!as!
allowing! for! simultaneous!analysis!of! all! players! and!officials!during!matchHplay! for!both!physical!
and!technical!actions!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009;!Carling!et!al.,!2008;!Krustrup!et!al.,!2005;!Drust!et!al.,!





not! well! understood.! The!modern! elite! soccer! player! will! compete! in! a! large! number! of! games!
(>60)! during! a! domestic! season! often! playing! multiple! games! within! a! week.! The! potential! for!
residual! fatigue! to! impact! on! highHintensity! activity! in! congested! match! periods! is! therefore!
potentially!high!(Odetoyinbo!et!al.,!2008).!As!a!consequence,!it!is!important!that!players!attempt!to!








as! a! consequence!of! the! short! study! (5!months)! and! therefore! the! small! number!of! CK! samples!
collected.!Additionally,!the!study!also!failed!to!attempt!to!evaluate!any!relationships!between!the!





complex! interHrelationships! between! discrete! events! that! could! potentially! determine! the!
performance!of!games!(Borrie!et!al.,!2002;!Bloomfield!et!al.,!2005).!Temporal!Pattern!Analysis!is!an!
analytical!approach!to!examining!data!that!looks!at!timeHbased!events!and!realHtime!behaviours!in!
a! sporting!context.!The!approach! is!based!on!a! time!pattern!called!a! ‘THpattern’! that! is!detected!
using!a!specialist!software!package!called!THÈME.!The!use!of!‘THpatterning’!has!been!successful!in!
discovering!a!high!number!of!temporal!interactive!playingHpatterns!in!soccer!matches!that!highlight!
that! sports! behaviour! is!more! synchronised! than! the!human!eye! can!detect! (Borrie! et! al.,! 2002;!
Bloomfield! et! al.,! 2005).! Sarmento! et! al.,! (2011)! found! a! total! of! 787! THpatterns! ranging! from!
simple! to! complex!when! analysing! the! technical! performance! in! 12! games! for! a! Spanish! soccer!




very! little! is! known! about! the! existence! of! such! patterns! in! a! player’s! activity! profile.! Such!
information! has! the! potential! to! provide! a! greater! understanding! of! the! physical! and! technical!








1. Determine! the! between! and! withinHgame! variability! of! physical! and! technical! variables!
relevant!to!performance!in!elite!soccer.!
!
2. To!analyse! the!withinHgame!physical!and! technical!performance!demands! in!elite! soccer!
using!15Hminute!time!periods!for!analysis.!!
!








detail! the!key!components!associated!with! the!physical!and! technical!demands!of! the!sport.!The!
review!will! then! look! to! identify! the!different!approaches! that!have!been!used! to!analyse!soccer!
performance.!This!section!will!also!review!the!contemporary!methods!used!to!analyse!physical!and!
technical! performance! in!matches.! In! addition,! a! critique!of!our! current!understanding!of!match!
related!fatigue!and!variability!in!performance!will!also!be!included!within!this!section.!!
2.1!Fundamentals!of!Soccer!Performance!!
Performance! in! soccer! is! a! consequence! of! a! myriad! of! factors! that! include! technical,! tactical,!




sport!with! the!majority! of! the! activity! completed! at! a! subHmaximal! intensity! that! predominantly!
stresses! the! aerobic! energy! system! (Bangsbo,! 1994;! Ekblom,! 1986;! Reilly! 2006).! Within! this!
intermittent! profile! are! frequent! unpredictable! changes! in! intensity! and! direction! of!movement!
(Reilly,!2003;!Mohr!et!al.,!2003;!Drust!et!al.,!2007).!Superimposed!on!this!activity!profile!are!actions!
that! directly! relate! to! the! involvement! in! a!match.! These! include! technical! skills! such! as! kicking,!
throwing,!dribbling,!heading!the!ball!and!physical!challenges!with!opponents!to!contest!possession!
(Bangsbo! et! al.,! 2006;! Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009).! The! impact! of! matchHplay! on! individual! players! is!






Methodologies! employed! to! evaluate! soccer! performance! have! developed! over! the! last! four!
decades! through! the! greater! requirement! for! valid! and! reliable! information! from! competitive!
matches!(Drust!et!al.,!2007).!Earliest!investigations!used!motion!analysis!methods!to!asses!a!variety!





al.,! 1991).! However,! some! studies! used!multiple! cameras! to! focus! on!more! than! one! individual!
player! per! game! (Rienzi! et! al,! 2000).! Recent! advancements! in! semiHautomatic! computerised!
tracking! technologies,! which! have! replaced! traditional! methods! of! analysis,! now! permit! more!
complicated! sets!of!performance!data! to!be!evaluated!more!quickly!and!accurately! (Drust!et!al.,!
2007;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!These!methods!of!analysis!provide! information!on!the!total!distance!
covered,! the!total! time!spent!and!the! frequency!of!occurrence!of! relevant!activity!classifications.!
There! is! a! large! literature! base! that! has! investigated! the! physiological! demands! associated!with!
soccer!(Ekblom,!1970;!Bangsbo,!1994;!Mohr!et!al.,!2003;!Drust!et!al.,!2007;!Reilly,!2003;!Di!Salvo!et!
al.,!2009,!Bradley!et!al.,!2011).!Such!investigations!have!shown!that!player’s!typically!cover!8!H!13!
km!during!a!game!with! the!majority!of! the!activity!being!performed!at! lowHintensity! (i.e.!walking!
and! jogging)! (Bangsbo,!1994;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2007;!Reilly,!2003;!Mohr!et!al.,!2003,!Bradley!et!al.,!
2010).! A! particular! focus! in! recent! investigations! has! been! the! highHintensity! bouts! of! exercise!




activity! is! affected! by! league! position! with! less! successful! teams! covering! significantly! greater!
distances! in! both! highHintensity! running! distance! and! sprinting! than! teams! considered! more!
successful!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!Recent!studies!have!also!found!that!players!in!lower!standards!of!
English!soccer!reportedly!covering!more!total!distance!and!highHintensity!running!during!matches!
compared! to! those! in! the! highest! standard! (Bradley! et! al.,! 2013,! Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2013).! Overall,!
these! findings!highlight! the!absence!of!an!established!physical!measure! to!differentiate!between!
levels!of!performance!or!competition!in!soccer!matchHplay.!!
Previous! studies! have! used! total! and! highHintensity! running! distance! to! represent! the! physical!
demands!of!soccer!matchHplay!(Bradley!et!al.,!2009;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!Whereas,!a!more!recent!
study! by! Barnes! et! al.,! (2014)! highlighted! highHspeed! running! distance! as! a! better! measures! to!
represent! the!physical! demands!of! soccer!matchHplay! as! it! correlates!well!with!physical! capacity!
(Bradley!et!al.,!2011)!and!discriminates!between!competitive!standard!and!gender!(Bradley!et!al.,!
2013;!Mohr!et! al.,! 2008).!Despite! a!plethora!of! research,! the!difficulty! in! establishing!a! criterion!
measures! to! distinguish! performance! in! elite! soccer! matches! can! be! a! result! of! the! simplistic!
nature!of!the!investigations!analysing!highHspeed!physical!measures!in!isolation.!Previous!research!
has! typically! used! a! reductionist! approach! whereby!matchHrunning! performance! is! examined! in!
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detail!without!any! integration!of!external! factors! (i.e.!match! importance,! score! line!and!recovery!
days),! and! ultimately! leads! to! a! 1Hdimensional! insight! into! match! performance! (Bradley! et! al.,!
2013).! Paul! et! al.,! (2015)! recently! suggested! that! it! would! be! advantageous! to! analyse! the!
contextual!interplay!between!physical,!psychological,!technical,!and!tactical!factors.!It!is!therefore!




recent! years! due! to! the! development! of! semiHautomatic! computerised! tracking! technologies! so!
that!greater!detail!can!be!provided!into!the!demands!of!soccer!(Russell!et!al.,!2012;!Rampinini!et!
al.,! 2009;! Bradley! et! al.,! 2009).! It! is! important! to! investigate! technical! performances! of! an! elite!
player! as! they! reflect! the! specific! individual! contributions! and! decisions!made! towards! the! total!
team! effort! (Bangsbo,! 1994;! Reilly,! 2003).! Previous! research! has! primarily! focused! on! team!
technical!performance!using!comparative!analysis!to!investigate!the!success!of!team!performance!!
(Hughes! &! Franks,! 2005;! Rampinini! et! al.,! 2009;! LagoHBallesteros! &! LagoHPeñas,! 2010).! For!
example,!LagoHBallesteros!and!LagoHPeñas!(2010)!reported!that!teams!ranked!higher!in!the!Spanish!
La! Liga!had!a!higher! average!of! goals! for! total! shots! and! shots!on!goal! than!middle! and!bottom!
teams.! In! comparison,! investigations! analysing! individual! technical! actions! of! elite! players! are!
somewhat!limited!in!comparison!(Bradley!et!al.,!2010;!Barnes!et!al.,!2014;!Dellal!et!al.,!2010;!2011).!
It! is! reported! that! a! player! will! typically! complete! between! 50! and! 110! technical! involvements!




passes,!with! a! greater!percentage!of! successful! passes!occurring! in!2012–13! (84%)! compared! to!
2006–07!(76%).!This! increase!in!the!number!of!passes!is!suggested!to!be!a!result!of!an!increased!
passing! tempo,! resulting! in! greater! involvement! with! the! ball! (Barnes! et! al.,! 2014).! It! is! also!





between! competitive! standards! in! elite! soccer! than! physical! measures! (Bradley! et! al.,! 2013).!
Despite! research! reporting! information! on! the! technical! contribution! to! soccer! performance! in!
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isolation,! there! are! a! limited! number! of! studies! that! have! investigated! the! interaction! between!
technical! and! physical! components! in! combination! within! match! play.! Bradley! et! al.,! (2013)!





and! successful!passes).!Despite! these! findings!providing!new! information,! they!also!highlight! the!
need!for!a!greater!level!of!analysis!into!the!way!technical!and!physical!performance!interacts!with!




team! (Di! Salvo!et!al.,! 2007;!Mohr!et!al.,! 2008).!Differences!have!been!observed! in!highHintensity!
running,! number! of! sprints,! headers,! tackles! and! the! total! distance! covered! between! different!
positional!roles!(Bradley!et!al.,!2009;!Dellal!et!al.,!2010;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2007;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!
The! midfielders! are! reported! to! cover! the! greatest! highHintensity! distances! when! compared! to!
central!defenders,!fullbacks,!and!attackers!(Rampinini!et!al.,!2008;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!When!the!
technical! demands! are! analysed! in! detail! it! has! been! reported! that! fullbacks! have! the! highest!
frequency! of! technical! involvements! (i.e.! number! of! actions,! number! of! touches! per! possession,!






et! al.,! (2011)! found! that! playing! formation! impacted! a! player’s! overall! highHintensity! running!
performance! according! to! whether! the! teams! were! with! or! without! ball! possession.! Technical!
demands! have! also! been! found! to! fluctuate! depending! on! the! opponent’s! formation,! where! a!
greater! number! of! passes! were! reported! in! a! 4H4H2! formation! compared! to! a! 4H2H3H1! or! 4H3H3!
(Bradley!et!al.!2011;!Carling,!2011).!!
The! amount! of! highHintensity! running! distance! has! previously! reported! to! be! a! distinguishing!




Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009;! Italian! and! Danish:! Mohr! et! al.,! 2003;! Swedish:! Andersson! et! al.,! 2008;!
Spanish:!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2007).!HighHintensity!running!has!been!reported!to!be!10–15%!higher!in!the!
English! FA! Premier! League! than! in! the!Danish! (Mohr! et! al.,! 2003)! and! Swedish! Premier! Leagues!
(Andersson!et!al.,!2007),!but!similar! to! the! Italian!Serie!A! (Mohr!et!al.,!2003)!and! the!Spanish!La!
Liga! (Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2007).!Whereas! international!elite! level!players!have!been!found!to!perform!
28%!more!highHintensity! running!and!58%!more!sprint!distance! than!players!at!a! lower!standard!





their! own!physiological! load! (i.e.! aerobic! and!anaerobic! activity)! can! impact!upon!an! individual’s!
game!metrics.! Reilly! (2005)! suggested! that! the! selfHimposed! demands! chosen! by! players! reflect!
their!commitment!to!the!team’s!efforts!and!their!own!abilities!to!pace!themselves!throughout!the!
game.! Changes! in! physical! performance!have!not! only! been! found! to! occur! from!gameHtoHgame!
but! also!during!matches! (Bangsbo,! 1994;!Mohr!et! al.,! 2003;!Rampinini! et! al.,! 2007;!Rienzi! et! al.,!
1998;! Lovell! et! al.,! 2013).! Several! studies! have! shown!declines! in! physical! performance!during! a!
match,!particularly!during! the! second!half! for! sprinting,!highHintensity! running!and! total!distance!
covered!(Bangsbo,!1994;!Mohr!et!al.,!2003;!Krustrup!et!al.,!2005;!Rampinini!et!al.,!2007).!The!workH
rate!of!an!elite!soccer!match!has!also!been!shown!to!represent!a!positive!pacing!strategy!during!
each!half! (Weston!et! al.,! 2011),!wherein! the!proportion!of!highHspeed! running!performed! in! the!
first!15Hminutes!of!each!half!has!been!reported!to!be!the!greatest!(Bradley!et!al.,!2009;!Mohr!et!al.,!
2003;!Lovell!&!Weston,!2013).!Technical!performance!and!skillHproficiency!(i.e.! involvements!with!
the! ball,! short! passes)! have! also! been! found! to! be! affected! by! these! physical! differences!with! a!
reported!deterioration!in!the!second!halves!of!matches!in!involvements!with!the!ball,!short!passes!
and!successful!short!passes!(Rampinini!et!al.,!2009;!Carling!&!Dupont,!2011).!These!declines!within!
a! game! have! been! linked! to! match! related! physical! fatigue! (i.e.! transient! and! accumulated)!
(Bangsbo!et!al.,!2006;!Mohr!et!al.,!2005).!!




as! a! reduced! capacity! to! generate! the! required! level! of! force! (Edwards,! 1983).! Investigations!
identifying! the! occurrence! of! fatigue! in! soccer! have! been! made! more! possible! due! to! the!
development! in! computerised! semiHautomatic! tracking! systems.! These! tracking! systems! enable!
larger! data! samples! to! be! analysed! that! allows! for! a! greater! statistical! power! and! therefore!
provides! a!more! comprehensive! analysis! of! fatigue! in! soccer! performance.! Several! studies! using!
withinHgame! data! samples! of! 5Hminutes! have! investigated! the! occurrence! of! transient! and!
accumulated!fatigue!in!soccer!(Bradley!et!al.,!Mohr!et!al.,!2010;!Di!Mascio!&!Bradley!et!al.,!2013).!
These! previous! studies! have! found! decrements! in! highHintensity! running! after! the!most! intense!
period! of! activity! within! the! game! and! towards! the! end! of! the! match! for! both! domestic! and!
international! players! (Mohr! et! al.,! 2003;! Bradley! et! al.! 2009).! This! evidence! would! suggest! that!
players! experience! temporary! and! accumulative! fatigue! within! soccer! matchHplay.! Despite! such!
findings,!the!current!withinHgame!research!has!been!reluctant!to!quantify!the!variation!in!the!time!
periods!and!performance!measures! that!have!been!used! in! these! investigations.!Establishing! the!
variability!across!the!different!time!periods!is!important!for!predicting!statistical!power!in!research!
as! well! as! how!worthwhile! a! certain! intervention! is! for! performance! (Atkinson,! 2003).! Previous!
research! has! shown! that! large! variation! does! occur! in! highHintensity! performance! measures!
betweenHgames!(Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!Such!changes!in!the!withinHgame!activity!profile!could!be!a!
consequence! of! the! inherent! variability! associated! with! these! performance! measures! or! time!
periods!across!the!game.!For!example,!a!reduction!in!highHspeed!running!distance!after!the!most!
intense!period!could!in!fact!be!a!consequence!of!variation!in!the!data!rather!than!deterioration!in!
performance! due! to! physiological! changes! that! could! result! in! temporal! fatigue.! A! greater!
understanding! of! soccer! performance!withinHgame!has! the!potential! to! provide!new! insight! into!





highlighted,! the! sources! of! variation! in! soccer! performance! may! be! due! to! a! myriad! of! factors!







compared! to! other! sports.! Previous! work! investigating! individual! events! such! as! cycling! and!
swimming!consider!the!variability!in!a!top!athlete’s!performance!from!competitionHtoHcompetition!
to! be! one! of! the! key! factors! when! the! athlete’s! prospect! of! a! medal! is! under! consideration!
(Hopkins,! 2001).! Research! quantifying! athlete’s! timed! performances! in! cycling! and! swimming,!
where! athletes! are! frequently! required! to! perform! relatively! simple! timed! bouts! of! maximal!
exercise! have! reported! levels! of! variability! of! 1H5%! (Hopkins! 2001,! 2005).! These! small! levels! of!
variability! have! enabled! practitioners! to! gauge! the! impact! of! factors! that! affect! medalHwinning!






and! between! players! across! positions! in! the! English! Premier! League.! Total! highHspeed! running!
distance! was! found! to! be! as! high! as! 17%! whilst! total! sprint! number! was! reported! to! have! the!
highest!variation!at!30%.!Similar!levels!of!variation!have!also!been!found!to!occur!for!highHintensity!
activities! in!other! team! sports! such!as,! rugby! league! (Kempton!et! al.,! 2013)! and!Australian! rules!
football! (Kempton!et!al.,!2014).!Of! the!physical!performance!measures! that!have!been!analysed,!
total!distance!has!been!reported!to!be!a!relatively!stable!physical!measure!in!soccer!(Rampinini!et!
al.,! 2007)! and! in! the! different! football! codes! (Kempton! et! al.,! 2013),! particularly! when! total!
distance! was! expressed! relative! to! time! spent! on! the! field! (m/min−1)! (Kempton! et! al.,! 2014).!
However,! it! is! important! for! further! investigations! to! continue! to! analyse! a! wide! selection! of!
physical! performance! measures! in! soccer,! such! as! total! distance,! to! determine! whether! similar!
levels! of! variation! occur! across! different! levels! of! competition.! In! comparison,! investigations!
analysing! technical! performance! variability,! have! yet! to! be! analysed! in! soccer,! despite! recent!
research! highlighting! the! importance! of! technical! performance! measurements! (Bradley! et! al.,!






both! physical! and! technical! performance! components! in! soccer! would! enable! greater!
understanding!for!research!such!as!in!field!tests!(i.e.!Loughborough!intermittent!shuttle!test,!YoHYo!
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variability! in! physical! and! technical! performance! withinHgame! for! elite! soccer! players.! This! is!
despite! the! growing! research! that! uses! semiHautomatic! computerised! tracking! technologies! to!
examine!matchHrelated!fatigue!(Mohr!et!al.,!2010),!develop!tactical!strategies!(Bradley!et!al.,!2011)!





surrounding! a! true! signal.! As! a! result,! intervention! work! can! have! a! negative! impact! if! the!
information!is! incorrect.! It! is!therefore!important!for!practitioners!and!researchers!to!understand!
the! variability! associated! with! physical! and! technical! performance! measures! to! better! inform!
decisionHmaking!and!performance!related!objectivity.!!
2.6!Biological!Measurements!&!Performance!Data!
Elite! soccer! players! are! subject! to! a! high! number! of! competitive! fixtures! per! season,! including!
domestic,! continental! and! international!matches! (>60).! As! a! consequence! teams! will! often! play!
multiple! games! within! a! week! (Nedelec! et! al.,! 2012).! During! periods! where! the! schedule! is!
particularly!congested!(i.e.!two!matches!per!week!over!several!weeks),!the!recovery!time!allowed!
between! two! successive!matches! is! only! 2–3! days,! which!may! be! insufficient! to! restore! normal!
homeostasis!within!players! (Nedelec!et!al.,!2012).! If! the! recovery! time!between!games! is! limited!
there! is! an! increased! risk! of! muscle! “overload”! that! can! result! in! muscle! damage,!
underperformance!and!ultimately! injury!(Lazarim!et!al.,!2009).!Such!statements!are!supported!by!
studies! that! have! reported! that! >72! hours! are! required! to! achieve! preHmatch! values! in! a!
subsequent! game! for! physical! measures! (muscle! soreness,! isokinetic! knee! extension,!
countermovement! jump),! as! well! as! normalizing! muscle! damage! and! inflammation! among! elite!
(Andersson! et! al.,! 2008;! Ispirlidis! et! al.,! 2008),! and! subHelite! players! (Ascensão! et! al.,! 2008;!
Magalhães!et!al.,!2010).!Ekstrand!et!al.,!(2004)!showed!that!players!who!‘underperformed’!at!the!
2002!FIFA!World!Cup!had!played!a!mean!of!12.5!matches!during!the!10!weeks!before!the!event.!In!
comparison,! those! who! performed! above! expectations! had! only! played! nine! matches! over! the!
same!period.!In!addition,!Dupont!et!al.,!(2010)!reported!a!6.2Hfold!higher!injury!rate!in!players!who!
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changes! in! intensity! that! range! from! static! pauses! to! maximal! sprints! (Drust! et! al.,! 1998).! The!
muscular! overload! associated!with! these!demands! puts! an!obvious! strain! on! the!neuromuscular!
and!metabolic!systems!(Bangsbo,!1994;!Andersson!et!al.,!2008;!Lazarim!et!al.,!2009).!The!impact!of!
matchHplay! on! the! neuromuscular! system! is! partly! associated! with! the! eccentric! muscle!
contractions!required!for!performance.!!These!have!the!potential!to!lead!to!microHtrauma!in!both!
the!muscle!and!connective!tissue!(Byrne!et!al.,!2004;!Howatson!et!al.,!2009;!Lazarim!et!al.,!2009;!
Nedelec! et! al.,! 2013).! The! severity! of! the!muscle! damage! can! vary! from!microHinjury! to! a! small!
number!of! fibres!to!disruption!of!a!whole!muscle! (Lazarim!et!al.,!2009).!The!demands!of!training!
and!matchHplay!have!also!been!found!to!affect!biochemical!parameters!such!as,!uric!acid!and!urea!
concentration,!with! reported! increased! levels! after! a! soccer!match! (Bangsbo,! 1994).! In! addition,!





game)! (Andersson!et!al.,!2002)! that!occur! immediately!after! training!and!matches! (Andersson!et!
al.,!2008;!Ispirlidis!et!al.,!2008).!Additionally,!oxidative!stress!markers!and!antioxidants!are!reported!
to! increase! following! a! soccer! match! (Ascensao! et! al.! 2008;! Magalhaes! et! al.! 2010).! A! clearer!
understanding!of!the! impact!and!time!course!of!these!physiological!changes! induced!by!the!elite!
level! soccer! demands! will! help! the! designing! and! development! of! more! effective! strategies! to!
accelerate!recovery!(Andersson!et!al.!2008).!!
Research!protocols!that!aim!to!study!recovery!in!soccer!have!suggested!that!specific!performance!
variables,! hormonal,! subjective! wellness! scales! and! muscle! damage! markers! are! all! potentially!
important! components!of!a!highly!efficient!monitoring!of! recovery! (Bishop!et!al.!2008).!Previous!
studies! that! have! monitored! neuromuscular! fatigue! have! used! countermovement! jumps!
(Andersson!et!al.,! 2008;!Mohr!et!al.,! 2010),! single! sprints! (Rampinini!et! al.,! 2007;! Ispirlidis!et!al.,!
2008)!and! repeatedHsprint!ability! to!measure! the! time!course!of! recovery! (Nedelec!et!al.,! 2012).!
Findings! from! such! investigations! have! suggested! elite! soccer! players! recover!more! quickly! than!
nonHelite!players,!who!have!a! larger! range!of!performance!decrements! (e.g.,! strength,! jump!and!
sprint! performance)! and! longer! recovery! periods! (Ascensao! et! al.! 2008;! Fatouros! et! al.! 2010;!
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Magalhães!et!al.!2010).!Research!analysing!hormonal!and!muscle!enzyme!measures!also!have!the!
potential!to!assist! in!the!assessment!of!both!the! immediate!and!the! longer!term!response!of!the!
body! following! intense! exercise! (Brancaccio! et! al.,! 2007).! Changes! in! hormone! levels! have! been!
reported!following!a!soccer!match!with!an! increased!catabolic!state!(i.e.!cortisol! levels)!observed!
throughout! the! first! 48! hrs! of! the! recovery! period! (Ispirlidis! et! al.! 2008;! Kraemer! et! al.! 2004).!
Additionally,! the! use! of! oxidative! stress! markers! and! antioxidants! has! also! been! used! as! a!
monitoring!tool!following!a!soccer!match!(Ascensao!et!al.!2008;!Magalhaes!et!al.!2010).!However,!
comparisons!across!studies!are!difficult!as!the!markers!employed!in!each!investigation!have!been!
different! (i.e.! total! antioxidant! status! (TAS)! and! Thiobarbituric! acid! reactive! substances! (TBARS))!
(Nedelec! et! al.,! 2012).! The! enzymes! and! proteins! commonly! analysed! after! exerciseHinduced!
muscle!damage! include!creatine!kinase! (CK),! lactate!dehydrogenase,!aspartate! transaminase!and!
myoglobin! (Ehlers! et! al.,! 2002;! Baird! et! al.,! 2012).! Of! these! markers,! plasma! CK! activity! is!
considered! to! be! the! best! indicator! of! exercise! severity! and! its! effect! on! tissues! (Chevion! et! al.,!
2003;!Lazarim!et!al.,!2009).!!
Creatine!Kinase!is!a!compact!enzyme!that!is!found!in!both!the!cytosol!and!mitochondria!of!tissues!
where! energy! demands! are! high! (Baird! et! al.! 2012).! Following! muscle! damage,! increased!
















reasons! for! increases! in!CK! following! training!or!matches!are!not! fully!understood! in!elite! soccer!
(Andersson!et!al.,!2008).!At!present,!a!considerable!proportion!of!CK!investigations!have!observed!
nonHelite! male! populations! (Ascensao! et! al.! 2008;! Fatouros! et! al.! 2010;!Magalhaes! et! al.! 2010;!
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Andersson!et! al.,! 2008)!with! fewer! studies! in! elite!male! soccer! (Silva!et! al.,! 2013;! Lazarim!et! al.,!





physical!performance!indicators!to!CK!concentrations!are!very! limited! in!the! literature!(Hunkin!et!
al.,! 2013;! Johnstone! et! al.,! 2013).! This! is! despite! the! developing! access! to! semiHautomatic!
computerised!tracking!technology!capabilities!in!elite!soccer!(Bradley!et!al.,!2009).!At!present!there!
has!only!been!a!single!study!that!has! investigated!physical!performance! indicators! in!soccer!with!
creatine! kinase! (Thorpe!&! Sunderland,! 2012).! The! study! by! Thorpe!&! Sunderland,! (2012)! found!
significant!correlation!between!CK!and!the!number!of!sprints!performed!during!a!semiHprofessional!
soccer! match.!While! providing! useful! information,! the! study! was! limited! to! a! single! match! and!
observed!a!nonHelite!population!who!have!lower!resting!CK!values!in!comparison!to!elite!athletes!
(Brancaccio!et!al.,!2007;!Nedelec!et!al.,!2012).!It!is!also!reasonable!to!assume!that!the!physiological!
stress! imposed! by! a! lowerHstandard!match!will! not! replicate! the! stress! of! an! elite! soccer!match!
(Silva!et! al.,! 2013).!Research! in!other! team!sports! analysing!CK!and!performance!measures!have!
reported!mixed!findings.!For!example,!Smart!et!al.,!(2007)!suggested!that!high!levels!of!CK!in!rugby!
union!players!(926.8!±!204.2!IU)!are!most!likely!related!to!highHintensity!activities!that!are!included!
in! matchHplay.! Contrastingly,! research! by! McLellan! et! al.,! (2010),! showed! no! significant!
relationships! between! total! distance! in! rugby! league! players! either! following! one! half! of! play! or!
over!the!full!match.!Whereas,!alternative!performance!measures!such!as!the!coach’s!performance!
ratings! in! Australian! Rules! football! were! found! to! significantly! decrease! with! elevations! in! preH
match! CK! (Hunkin! et! al.,! 2013).! These! findings! highlight! the! importance! for! practitioners! and!
scientists! to!have!valid!performance!measures! that! can!be!used! in!player!monitoring! systems! to!
guide!future!training!and!recovery!(Hunkin!et!al.,!2013).!At!present!there!are!no!studies!within!elite!
soccer! that! have! shown! a! relationship! between! the! activities! completed! within! a! soccer! match!
using! physical! performance! measures! and! CK! concentrations! postHmatch.! There! is! therefore,! a!
growing!requirement!for!longitudinal!studies!to!analyse!an!elite!soccer!population!to!examine!the!







indicator! of! performance! (Borrie! et! al.,! 2002).! Analysing! the! event! frequency! of! a! performance!
variable! has! provided! valuable! insights! into! understanding! the! interactions! between! different!
technical,!tactical,!mental!and!physiological!factors!associated!to!soccer!(Drust!et!al.,!2007;!Carling!
et! al.,! 2009).! Research! has! not! only! been! able! to! produce! information! on! typical! physical! and!
technical! activity! profiles! of! elite! soccer! players,! but! provide! insights! into! the! effect! of! ball!
possession!on!physical!and!technical!profiles!(Bradley!et!al.,!2013),!the!effect!of!substitute!players!
(Bradley!et!al.,!2014)!and!also!the!use!of!entries!into!the!penalty!area!as!a!performance!indicator!
(RuizHRuiz! et! al.,! 2013).! The! findings! have! provided,! and! will! continue! to! provide,! important!
information!for!coaches,!athlete’s!and!researchers!(Sarmento!et!al.,!2010).!However,!if!one!accepts!
the!argument!that!sport!performance!consists!of!a!complex!series!of!interrelationships!between!a!
wide! variety! of! performance! variables,! then! simple! frequency! data!may! only! provide! superficial!
information! and! cannot! necessarily! capture! the! full! complexity! of! a! performance! (Borrie! et! al.,!
2002).!There!is!thus!a!growing!requirement!for!a!more!rigorous!approach!to!the!collection!of!data!
that!can!provide!quantifiable!evidence!that!details!the!complex! interrelationships!that!make!up!a!





temporal! structures! and! the! interrelationships! between! the! discrete! events! that! make! up! a!
performance! (Borrie! et! al.,! 2002).! This! form! of! analysis! was! developed! and! tested! extensively,!
outside!of!sport,! in! research! focusing!on!human!behaviour!and!social! interaction! (Jonsson,!1997,!
Magnusson,!1996,!2000).!The!analysis!is!conducted!using!an!observational!software!package!called!
THÈME©! (Magnusson,! 1996,! 2000)! that! uses! a! specifically! developed! algorithm! to! determine!
repeated! temporal!and!sequential! structures! in! realHtime!behaviour! records! (Borrie!et!al.,!2002).!
The! method! is! based! on! the! assumption! that! complex! streams! of! human! behaviour! have! a!
sequential!structure!that!cannot!be!fully!detected!through!unaided!observation!or!with!the!help!of!
standard!statistical!and!behaviour!analysis!methods!(Jonsson!et!al.,!2006).!A!temporal!pattern!(TH




temporal! organisation! of! a! number! of! behavioural! streams.! For! example,! Magnusson! (2000)!
identified!patterns!in!‘head!tilts’,!‘glances’!and!‘commands’!within!human!behaviour.!Additionally,!
Anguera! (2007)! reported! that! the!THÈME©!software! is! able! to! filter!data! sets! to! find! relevant!TH
patterns!according!to!the!allocation!of!qualitative!or!quantitative!criteria!and!the!objectives!in!the!
study.!Research!using!THpattern!analysis!has!also!been!used!effectively!in!sport!to!analyse!tactical!
and! technical! performance! in! basketball! (Fernandez! et! al.,! 2009),! judo! (Gutierrez! et! al.,! 2011),!
swimming!(Louro!et!al.,!2010)!and!karate!(Lapresa!et!al.,!2011).!For!instance,!work!by!Prieto!et!al.,!
(2014)!identified!technical!errors!in!student’s!technique!performing!a!specific!judo!movement!and!
was! able! to! provide! recommendations! on! technique! improvement! based! on! the! student’s!





Soccer! specific! research! that! has! used! THpattern! analysis! is! somewhat! limited! in! comparison! to!
other! sports.! Studies! that! have! investigated! soccer! performance! have! primarily! focused! their!
attention!on!tactical!components!of!the!game!(Borrie!et!al.,!2002;!Lapresa!et!al.,!2013;!Sarmento!et!
al.,!2010).!Camerino!et!al.,! (2012)! identified!a! reoccurring!attacking!sequence!of!play!used!by!an!
elite! Spanish! football! team! that! consisted!of! the! central!defensive! zone! starting! the!play,!before!
shifting! to! the! wide! right! and! wide! left! midfield! areas,! and! then! entering! the! offensive! zone.!
Furthermore,! Sarmento! et! al.,! (2011)! revealed! the! existence! of! 787! different! THpatterns! from! a!
sample!of!12!soccer!games!for!the!same!Spanish!club!analysing!counter!attacking!play.!The!findings!




player! using! THÈME©! (Bloomfield! et! al.,! 2005).! Within! this! study! Bloomfield! et! al.,! successfully!
identified! a!number!of! different!patterns!of!movement! in! an!English!Premier! League!player.! For!
example,! the! study! identified! a! complex! pattern! of! skips! sideways! left! at! low! intensity! (perhaps!
preparing! for! another! high! intensity! burst),! turns! left! and! jogs! forward! at! low! intensity! and!
gradually!increases!pace!into!a!run!changing!direction!by!moving!diagonally!left.!The!findings!from!







and! would! further! research! into! establishing! the! physiological! demands,! and! also! assist! in! the!
enhancement!of!coaching!and!physical!conditioning!practices.!
2.8!Summary!


























Research! analysing! matchHtoHmatch! variability! in! English! Premier! League! soccer! players! has!
reported! values! of! 16.2%! for! highHspeed! running! and! 30.0%! for! the! total! number! of! sprints!
(Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!The!variability!in!performance!has!previously!been!quantified!in!other!sports!
such! as! swimming! and! distance! running! events.! These! types! of! events! are! simply,! competitive!
timed!bouts!of!maximal!effort.!The! low!coefficient!of!variation!(CV)!values!reported!(1.2H4.2%)! in!
these! sports! has! enabled! researchers! and! practitioners! to! detect! real! systematic! changes! in!
performance!(Hopkins,!2001;!2005).!The!multitude!of!different!components!that!interact!in!soccer!
performance!mean! levels! of! variation!will! be! considerably! higher.! The! implications! of! such! large!
variation!in!soccer!means!that!meaningful!changes!in!performance!are!harder!to!detect.!This!would!
suggest! that! multiple! observations! and! large! data! samples! would! be! required! to! accurately!
determine!an!individual’s!maximal!capacity!to!perform!(Batterham!&!Atkinson,!2005).!
While! the!matchHtoHmatch! variation! in! physical! activity!measures! have!been! reported! for! soccer!
there! have! been! no! studies! that! have! investigated! the! variability! of! physical! performance! using!
withinHgame! time! periods! (1,! 5,! 15Hminutes).! This! is! despite! several! studies! focusing! on! withinH
game!data!samples!to!investigate!the!occurrence!of!transient!and!accumulated!fatigue!(Bradley!et!




al.!2009).!This! suggests! that!players!experience! temporal!and!accumulative! fatigue!within! soccer!









The! following! section! of! the! methodology! has! been! divided! into! five! subHsections! in! order! to!
provide! the! reader! with! the! necessary! background! and! methodological! information! for! the!
chapter.!The!opening!two!sections!will!provide!the!reader!with!information!regarding!the!subjects!
and!the!data!collection!process!used! in!the! investigation.!The!third!section!will!describe!how!the!
Prozone®! system! collects! performance! data! from! soccer! matches! and! is! produced.! The! fourth!
section,! will! then! provide! detail! on! the! validity! and! reliability! of! the! Prozone®! system.! The! final!
section!will!then!give!information!on!the!statistical!analysis!employed!for!the!study.!!
The!most!common!approaches!used!to!analyse!soccer!performance!are! indirect!methods,!due!to!
the! restricted! access! to! elite! players! and! the! rules! and! regulations! upheld! by! club’s! respective!
soccer!governing!bodies!(Impellizeri,!2005;!Reilly,!2003).!Previous!research!has!used!workHrate!or!
motion!analyses!to!investigate!the!physiological!demands!of!soccer!(Reilly!&!Thomas,!1978;!Drust!
et! al.,! 1998;! Krustrup! et! al.,! 2005).! This! method! of! analysis! is! traditionally! limited! to! a! specific!




data! from! all! players! at! each! game! (Drust! et! al.,! 2007).! This! form! of! analysis! is! associated!with!
significant!costs!and!prohibits!these!techniques!to!be!employed!by!an!individual!research!scientist.!
In!order!to!collect!a!suitable!data!sample!this!investigation!utilised!the!respective!elite!professional!








recognition! system! (Prozone®,! Leeds,! England).! Physical! competitive! match! data! were! collected!
from!14!soccer!players!who!played!for!an!elite!professional!soccer!team!competing!in!the!English!
Premier! League! during! the! 2010H2011! domestic! season.! A! total! of! 212! individual! match!
observations! were! undertaken! on! outfield! players.! Analysis! was! only! undertaken! on! outfield!
players!due!to!the!specialised!role!of!the!goalkeeper.!The!number!of!games!completed!by!players!
in! the! squad!over! the! 2010H2011! season! ranged! from!1! to! 31! (14! games! ±! 8).! In! an! attempt! to!
provide!a! true!representation!of!an!elite! level!squad!only!players!who!were!considered!a!part!of!
the!‘first!team’!by!the!respective!coaches!were!accepted!for!inclusion!in!the!study.!The!minimum!
number! of! completed! matches! by! a! ‘first! team! player’! were! >7! completed! matches! (i.e.! 90H
minutes).! Due! to! the! occurrence! of! injuries,! substitutions! and! suspensions! through! the! data!




Players!were!assigned! to! the! same!playing!positions!as! those! identified! in!previous! literature! (Di!
Salvo! et! al.,! 2009;! Gregson! et! al.,! 2010).! The! specific! breakdown! of! the! data! between! positions!








Distance! (THSRD)! (running!speed!19.8!km/h!and!greater!over!a!0.5s! time! interval),!3.!Total!HighH
Speed!Running!Number!(THSRN)!(running!speed!19.8!km/h!and!greater!over!a!0.5s!time!interval),!
4.! HighHSpeed! Running! Distance! (HSRD)! (running! between! 19.8! to! 25.2km/h),! 5.! HighHSpeed!
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and! rest! periods.! Accelerations! and! decelerations! were! also! selected! for! analysis! as! these!
parameters! may! represent! additional! energetically! demanding! movements.! These! may! also! be!
important! and! novel! indicators! of! highHintensity! physical! performance.! The! acceleration! and!
deceleration! thresholds! selected! for! analysis! were:! 9.! Total! number! of! accelerations! (TAC)! (1+!
m/s2),! 10.! Total! number! of! high! accelerations! (HACC)! (4+! m/s2),! 11.! Total! number! of! medium!
accelerations!(MACC)!(2.5H4!m/s2),!12.!Total!number!of! low!accelerations!(LACC)!(1H2.5!m/s2),!13.!
Total!number!of!decelerations!(TDEC)!(1+!m/s2),!14.!Total!number!of!high!decelerations!(TDEC)!(4+!
m/s2),! 15.! Total! number!of!medium!decelerations! (MDEC)! (2.5H4!m/s2),! 16.! Total! number!of! low!
decelerations!(LDEC)!(1H2.5!m/s2).!!
3.2.3!Prozone®!System!Overview!




predefined!Prozone®! thresholds! to! generate! the!match!performance!data.! This! process! can! take!
>24! hours! postHmatch! to! finalise.! Due! to! the! procedure! being! completed! internally,! match!
performance!data! is!only!available! in! the!Prozone®!postHproduction! format!that! reports!data!at!a!
minimum! unit! of! 0.5! seconds! and! only! provides! raw! data! exports! at! 1,! 5! and! 15Hminute! time!
periods.!The!functionality!of!the!Prozone®!products!also!limits!the!researchers!ability!to!manipulate!
the!data!through!the!production!tools!capabilities!(Prozone!3®,!Matchviewer®!and!Prozone!Trend®).!!
The! formats! of! post! match! files! were! dependent! on! the! technological! installation! at! the! stadia!
where! the! game! took! place.! In! the! event! of! a! stadia! not! having! the! required! technological!
installation,!only! technical!performance!data!was!available! for!postHmatch!analysis!and!would!be!
provided! in! a! Prozone!Matchviewer®! compile.! This! compile! would! integrate! video! and! technical!
performance! data! together.! Matches! that! were! played! in! a! Prozone®! installed! stadium! would!
receive!a!Prozone!3®!compile,!which!would!also!include!physical!performance!data.!Both!files,!once!
downloaded,!could!be!accessed!via!Prozone!Desktop®!software!that!were!installed!on!a!Windows®!
(Microsoft,!Redmond,!USA)! supported! laptop!or! computer.! In!addition,!Prozone®!also!provided!a!
comprehensive!database! software!package! called!Prozone!Trend®! that! stored! all! Prozone!3®! and!
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Matchviewer®! data! from! the! season.! These! software! tools! enabled! the! researcher! to! access! the!
match!performance!data! via! an! interactive! combination!of! game! footage,! physical! and! technical!





for! the! purposed!of! this! thesis.! This!was! due! to! the! large! costs! associated! to! the! renting! of! the!
system! as! well! gaining! access! to! an! elite! professional! soccer! stadium.! The! Prozone®!system! has!
previously! been! validated! by! Di! Salvo! et! al.,! (2006),! who! quantified! the! displacement! velocities!
during!matchHrelated!activities!relative!to!data!obtained!using!timing!gates.!More!recently,!Di!Salvo!
et!al.,!(2009)!further!analysed!the!same!data!set!using!a!more!detailed!methodology!(mixed!model!
repeated! measures! analysis! and! the! percentage! coefficient! of! variation)! to! provide! an! overall!
indication!of! the!systematic!and!random!error!between!the!two!methods!of!observation.!A!0.4%!
coefficient! of! variation! (CV)! was! observed! indicating! that! Prozone®! serves! as! a! highly! accurate!
system!for!quantifying!matchHrelated!displacement!velocities!in!soccer.!In!addition,!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!
(2009)!tested!for!reliability!and!objectivity!of!the!Prozone®!system!by!analysing!two!outfield!players!
on! two! separate! occasions! by! two! different! quality! control! personnel! from! Prozone®.! The!
coefficients! of! variation! and! associated! 95%! confidence! intervals! (95%! CI)! that! were! reported!
showed! that! the! Prozone®! system! was! a! reliable! system! for! measuring! match! activity! in! soccer!
(Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!!
3.2.4!Prozone®!Video!Capture!&!Physical!Data!Process!
The! Prozone®! system! and! capturing! process! used! in! this! thesis! is! consistent! with! previous!
investigations!analysing!match!physical!performances!of!English!Premier!League!players!(Bradley!et!
al.,!2009;!2010;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2006;!2009;!Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!All!outfield!players’!movements!
were! captured! during! each! game! by! eight! colour! cameras! (Vicon®! Surveyor! Dome! SVFTHW23,!
Oxford,!UK)!that!were!positioned!in!each!of!the!stadiums!at!roof!height.!Each!of!the!cameras!were!
individually!positioned,!fixed!for!optimal!zoom,!and!field!of!vision!to!guarantee!longHterm!stability!
of! the! capture! system.! The! position! of! the! cameras! allowed! for! every! area! of! the! pitch! to! be!
covered!by!at!least!two!cameras!to!address!issues!of!accuracy,!occlusion,!resilience,!and!resolution.!!








trajectory!with! the! average! velocity! across! the! 0.5! seconds! period! computed! from! the! distance!
covered!over!time!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!!
In! the! final! stage,! a! Prozone®! quality! control! process! checks!were! conducted!on! each!player! (by!
start!position,!position!during!game!and!correspondence!with!an!outside!broadcast!feed)!to!ensure!
that!the!tracking!software!did!not!confuse!different!players!in!moments!of!congestion!within!small!
areas! (e.g.! set! pieces,! goal! celebrations).! The! percentage! of! trajectories! that! was! derived! from!
automated! tracking! (without! manual! correction)! were! dependent! on! the! amount! of! occlusion,!
which! can! range! from!38%! to!97%!of!a!match! (average!around!58%)! (Di! Salvo!et! al.,! 2009).! The!





The!withinHgame!data!was!collected!using! the! three!withinHgame!time!periods! (1,!5,!15Hminutes)!
available!for!export!from!the!Prozone!Trend®!system.!WithinHgame!data!were!arranged!by!physical!
variable! (see! page! 3.2.2! for! list),! player! (subject),! playing! position,! time! period! to! calculate! the!
percentage!coefficient!of!variation!(%CV;!Hopkins,!2004)!and!associated!95%!confidence!intervals!
(CI)! were! calculated! for! each! variable.! BetweenHgame! data! were! also! collected! from! Prozone!
Trend®! system! and! then! arranged! by! physical! variable,! playing! position! and! player! (subject)! to!
calculate!CV!values.!Data!were!initially!log!transformed!and!a!constant!of!10!was!added!to!all!of!the!








The! following! results! are! structured! into! three! subHsections.! The! first! subHsection! provides! the!























most! explosive! actions! (total! sprint! distance! and! total! sprint! number)! were! found! to! have! the!








































































Table! 3.2! shows! the! withinHgame! variation! found! across! the! highHspeed! activity! categories! and!
total!distance!for!different!withinHgame!time!periods.!WithinHgame!variation!in!highHspeed!activity!
across!the!three!different!time!periods!was!greater!than!that!observed!between!games.!Total!highH
speed! running! distance,! highHspeed! running! distance,! and! total! distance! showed! an! increase! in!
variation! as! the! time! periods! became! smaller.! Total! highHspeed! running! number,! total! sprint!
distance! and! total! sprint! number! demonstrated! greater! variation! at! 5Hminute! than! at! 1Hminute.!
Variables! that!measured! the! number! of! actions! (i.e.! sprint! number)! were! found! to! be! lower! in!
variation! compared! to! variables! measuring! distance! covered! (i.e.! sprint! distance).! The! lowest!
variation! for! highHspeed! activity! was! found! for! total! sprint! number! at! 1Hminute! time! periods!
(30.5%).! Total! highHspeed! running! distance! (<254.6%)! and! total! sprint! distance! (<228.8%)! were!





The! TACC,! LACC,! TDEC! and! LDEC! and! showed! <10%! variation! betweenHgames! (Table! 3.3).! The!
highest! level!of!variation!between!games!was!observed!for!HACC!and!HDEC!with!values!of!39.7%!
and!60.0%!respectively.!The!second!highest!variation! reported! in!a!measure!was! found! in!MACC!
(17.1%)! and!MDEC! (21.2%).! The! lowest! speed! thresholds! (LACC! and! LDEC)!were! associated!with!
the!lowest!variation!of!7.3%.!!
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Table! 3.4! shows! the! different! withinHgame! time! periods! for! the! acceleration! and! deceleration!
profiles.!The!overall!variability!was!generally!high!across!each!of!the!withinHgame!time!periods!with!
the! greatest! variation! generally! found! at! 5Hminute! in!MDEC! (84.5%).! In! comparison,! both! HACC!
(11.1%)!and!HDEC! (6.5%)!had! lower! levels!of!variation!at!1Hmin.!At! the!15Hminute!periods!TACC,!
TDEC,! LACC! and! LDEC! showed! <20%! variation.! Variation! in!MACC! and!MDEC!were! greater! at! 5H
minutes,!whereas!HACC!and!HDEC!were! found!to!be!highest!at!15Hminute.!A!noticeable! trend! in!














BetweenHgame! variation! for! average! speed! (4.6%)! was! lowest! amongst! all! physical! variables.!
WithinHgame!variations!for!average!speed!was!higher!(<37.8%),!particularly!for!the!different!time!


























time! periods! (1,5! and! 15Hminutes)! had! higher! levels! of! variability! when! compared! to! betweenH
game! values.! The! variation! found! across! the! withinHgame! periods! ranged! for! 1Hminute! (6.5%H
254.5%),!5Hminute!(15.6%!H!231.8%)!and!15Hminutes!(8.7%!H!122.0%).!The!lowest!variation!withinH
game! was! found! at! 15Hminutes! periods.!Within! this! 15Hminute! time! period,! average! speed! and!
total!distance!covered! reported!variation!of!<10%.!The!highest! reported!variation!within! the!15H
minute! period!was! 122.0%! for! total! sprint! distance.!Overall,! the! high! between! and!withinHgame!
variability! found! in! this! sample! indicates! player’s! inability! to! perform! consistent! physical! actions!
between! and! withinHgames.! This! data! has! implications! for! the! interpretation! of! physical!
performance!in!matchHplay!and!also!the!use!of!indicators!of!performance!in!future!investigations.!







The!variation! reported! in! the!current! study! for!betweenHgame!periods!was! found! to!be!of!equal!
size!to!previous!research!by!Gregson!et!al.,!(2010).!This!is!despite!differences!in!the!sample!sizes!in!




The!data! from! the! current! investigation!would! seem! to! indicate! that!despite! the! smaller! sample!
size! used! in! the! current! study,! the! data!would! seem! to! be! representative! of! a! larger! and!more!




to! the! current! investigation! (Gregson! et! al.,! =! 18%! v! Current! Investigation! =! 25.1%);! highHspeed!
running!distance!(16%!v!23.2%);!total!sprint!distance!(31%!v!36.5%);!and!total!sprint!number!(30%!
v! 32.9%),! respectively.! A! study! by! Rampinini! et! al.,! (2009),! who! used! a! similar! semiHautomatic!
computer!tracking!software!(SICS®,!Bassano!del!Grappa),!reported!considerably!smaller!variation!in!
highHspeed! running! distance! than! that! observed! in! the! current! investigation! (7%! v! 23.2%);! total!
highHspeed!running!distance!(14%!v!25.1%);!and!total!distance!(2%!v!3.2%),!respectively.!A!possible!
suggestion!for!the!difference!in!reported!values!between!Rampinini!et!al.,!(2009)!and!the!current!











Analysis! of! betweenHgame! periods! identified! that! total! distance! and! average! speed! represented!
the!lowest!variation!(4%)!out!of!all!physical!performance!measures!used!in!the!investigation.!This!
suggests!that!these!measures!are!not!sensitive!to!analyse!performance.!Previous!research!has!also!




variability! in! other! highHspeed! activities,! particularly,! sprint! number! and! sprint! distance! (36.5%,!
32.9%,! respectively).! This! analysis! highlights! that! the! most! explosive! and! demanding! actions! in!
soccer!performance!would!seem!to!be!the!least!stable!physical!performance!parameters.!This!has!





future! research! examining! performance! related! interventions,! as!well! as! attempting! to! interpret!
meaningful!performance!information.! In!these!cases,!a! large!sample!size!is!required!to!overcome!
these! limitations.! Batterham! and! Atkinson! (2005)! highlighted! the! issue! using! a! nomogram! to!
determine! appropriate! sample! sizes.! In! order! to! detect! a! worthwhile! change! of! 10%! using! a!
performance!measure!that!had!a!coefficient!of!variation!of!30%,!it!would!require!a!sample!size!of!
approximately!200!soccer!players.!In!the!available!published!literature!only!Gregson!et!al.,!(2010)!
used! a! sample! size! large! enough! to! detect! a! 10%! smallest! worthwhile! change! (SWC)! in! highH
intensity!efforts,!while!Rampinini! et! al.,! (2007)! sample! could!only!determine!a!10%!SWC! in! total!
distance! covered.! The! implications! of! this! finding! highlight! the! difficulty! of! analysing! highHspeed!
activities! in! future! work! within! the! thesis.! It! is! therefore,! beneficial! in! future! work! to! analyse!
physical! performance! measures! that! represent! the! lowest! levels! of! variation! in! an! attempt! to!
detect!worthwhile!change!in!performance.!!
The!variation!in!physical!variables!were!also!analysed!for!withinHgame!time!periods!of!1,!5!and!15H
minutes.! To! the! author’s! knowledge,! this! is! the! first! study! to! report! that! physical! performance!
measures! using! withinHgame! periods! have! a! higher! level! of! variability! than! those! observed!
betweenHgames.!One!of!the!key!findings!from!this!study!was!that!smaller!time!periods!of!1Hminute!
and! 5Hminute! were! associated! with! considerably! higher! variation! than! 15Hminute! time! periods.!
Previous!research!analysing!betweenHgame!variation!have!attributed!the!variability!to!the!influence!
of! the! team!having!possession!of! the!ball! (Gregson!et!al.,!2010),!playing!position! (Di!Salvo!et!al.,!
2007;!Mohr!et!al.,!2008),!strength!of!opposition!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009)!or!the!player’s!ability!to!selfH
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regulate! their! own! activity! (Drust! et! al.,! 2007).! The! increase! in! variability! as! the! duration! of! the!
reference!period!decreased! is!an!expected!outcome!and!has!been!reported! in!previous! research!




minutes! were! 51.6%! and! 46.2%,! respectively.! The! reduced! variation! can! be! attributed! to! the!
greater!number!of!potential!measurement!points!included!in!a!15Hminute!period!than!compared!to!
1Hminute!periods.! It! is! therefore,! recommended! that! the!15Hminute! time!periods!are! considered!
for!future!studies!to!analyse!physical!performance!measures!withinHgame,!due!to!the!considerably!
lower!levels!of!variation.!!
The! variation! reported! in! this! study! for! total! highHspeed! running! distance! (115.6%)! at! 5Hminute!
periods,!also!has!potentially! important! implications! for!previous! research! that!have!analysed! the!
occurrence!of!temporal!and!accumulative!fatigue.!For!example,!Mohr!et!al.,!(2003)!suggested!the!
drop!in!highHintensity!effort!in!the!5Hminutes!proceeding!the!highest!period!within!matchHplay,!was!
due! to! temporal! fatigue.! Similar! findings! have! also! been! reported! using! computerised! semiH
automatic!multiHcamera!systems,!which!have!utilised!larger!data!samples!(Bradley!et!al.,!2009;!Di!
Salvo! et! al.,! 2009;!Mohr! et! al.,! 2010).! However,! the! current! findings! suggested! that! the! 115.6%!
variation!reported!for!total!highHspeed!running!distance!means!the!values!reported!by!Mohr!et!al.,!
of! a! 52%!drop! from! the!peak! 5Hminutes! to! the!next! 5Hminutes! could! to! some!extent! reflect! the!
random! error! inherent! in! the! variable! rather! than! a! performance! decrement!mediated! through!
fatigue.! The! size! of! the! variation! associated! to! such! physical! measures! makes! interpretation! of!
performance!changes!very!difficult!to!make!when!limited!by!sample!size.!This!further!highlights!the!
importance! of! selecting! physical!measures! that! have! low!measurement! error! in! order! to! detect!
meaningful!change.!!
In! summary,! this! was! the! first! study! to! provide! data! on! the! variation! that! surrounds! physical!
performance!measures!in!withinHgame!time!periods!(1,5!and!15Hminute).!The!data!reported!in!this!
study! shows! that! physical! performance! is! highly! variable! both! between! and! withinHgames.! The!
withinHgame! variability! was! found! to! be! greater! than! betweenHgames,! particularly,! at! the! finer!
periods! of! time! ! (1! and! 5Hminutes).! Average! speed! and! total! distance! variables! reported! <10%!
variation!between!and!withinHgame!(at!15Hminutes)!demonstrating!that!these!seem!to!be!relatively!





time!periods!be!used! for! future!analysis! as! they! represent! the!most! stable! time!period.! Physical!
performance! measures,! average! speed! and! total! distance,! are! also! recommended! for! future!
analysis! withinHgame! at! 15Hminutes! for! their! <10%! variability.! While! highHintensity! efforts! have!
been! reported! in! the! literature! to! be! a! significant! performance! measure,! it! is! also! critical! for!







Technical! and! tactical! abilities! are! considered! to! be! key! components! of! success! in! elite! soccer!
(Bangsbo,!1994;!Rampinini!et!al.,!2009).!While!high!physical! fitness!allows!elite! soccer!players! to!
remain!involved!in!matchHplay!and!to!perform!more!highHintensity!activities!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009;!
Bangsbo,!1994;!Bangsbo!et!al.,!2006),!the!overall!the!performance!of!technical!actions!(i.e.!soccer!
skills)! can! determine! success! in! soccer! matchHplay! (Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2007;! Russell! et! al.,! 2012).!
Previous!research!into!technical!performance!in!soccer!has!primarily!focused!on!descriptive!studies!
of!the!English!(Bradley!et!al.,!2013;!Russell!et!al.,!2012),!and!European!domestic!leagues!(Dellal!et!
al.,! 2011;! 2013;! Rampinini! et! al.,! 2009).! This! type! of! research! has! reported! that! a! player! will!
typically! complete! between! 50! to! 110! technical! involvements! within! a! game! (Bloomfield! et! al.,!
2007;! Carling,! 2010).! Of! those! involvements,! ball! possession,! dribbles! and! short! passes! are!
considered!the!most! important!aspects!of! the!technical!activity!during!matchHplay! (Bloomfield!et!




activities! (Gregson! et! al.,! 2010).! The! complex! interplay! between! individuals! on! the! same! and!
opposing!teams!has!found!highHspeed!activity!to!be!unstable!properties!that!shows!large!variation!
between!matches! (Rampinini! et! al.,! 2009;! Gregson! et! al.,! 2010;! chapter! 3.0! of! the! thesis).! The!
sources!of!variation!in!match!performance!withinHsubjects!(players)!over!successive!matches!have!
been!related!to!both! internal! (i.e.! fitness!status,!motivation)!and!external! factors! (i.e.!opposition,!
tactics,!measurement! system!and! environment)! (Gregson! et! al.,! 2010;!Drust! et! al.,! 2007).! These!
findings! have! important! implications! for! applied! research,! as! variables! that! demonstrate! large!
variation! require! large! data! sample! sizes! to! accurately! detect! meaningful! change! (Batterham! &!
Atkinson,!2005).!!
Recent! research! has! suggested! that! technical! factors! are! better! to! differentiate! between!
competitive! standards! in! elite! soccer! (Bradley! et! al.,! 2013).! However,! such! interpretations! of!
technical! performance! measures! in! soccer! matchHplay! require! a! greater! understanding! of! the!
variation!surrounding!technical!data.!Quantifying!the!variability!associated!with!technical!measures!
will! provide! a! greater! understanding! of! the! sensitivity! of! technical! parameters! and! help! to!
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determine! key! technical! performance! indicators! (Atkinson,! 2003).! Despite! this,! no! study! to! date!
has! examined! the! variability! of! key! individual! technical! performance! measurements! in! soccer.!
Therefore,!the!aim!of!this!investigation!was!to!quantify!the!variability!associated!with!a!selection!of!




same!methodological!procedures!used! in! study!one!were!applied! to! the!current! investigation.! In!
order!to!collect!a!suitable!data!sample!the!investigation!utilised!an!elite!professional!soccer!team’s!
data! provided! by! a! commercial! system! (Prozone®,! Leeds,! England).! The! data! was! only! available!
postproduction.! This! meant! that! the! data! collection! process! was! completed! by! Prozone®! and!










ranged! from! 1! to! 38! (18! games! ±! 10).! In! an! attempt! to! prevent! a! small! number! of! games!
influencing! the! data! a! threshold! of! >7! completed! matches! (i.e.! 90Hminutes)! per! player! were!








of! the!data!between!positions!were;! central! defender! (3!players! H! 81!match!observations);!wide!
defender! (3! players! H! 47! match! observations);! central! midfielder! (4! players! H! 73! match!
observations);!wide!midfielders! (2!players!–!36!match!observations)!and!attackers! (2!players! H!26!
match! observations).! Technical! data! from! each! match! was! supplied! by! Prozone®! (Prozone!
MatchViewer®,! Leeds,!England).!The! technical!actions!chosen! for! this! investigation!were!selected!
using!a!threeHstage!review!process.!This!process!was!to!ensure!that!the!selected!variables!used!for!
analysis! best! described! a! soccer! player’s! technical! contribution! to! matchHplay.! At! stage! one,! a!
comprehensive! review! of! the! literature! was! performed! to! identify! key! technical! performance!
variables! (Hughes!&!Bartlett,!2002;!Taylor!et(al.,!2008;!Rampinini!et(al.,!2009;!Russell!&!Kingsley,!
2011;!Dellal! et! al.,! 2012).! A! total! of! 49! different! technical! actions!were! identified! in! the! review.!
During!stage!two,!the!comprehensive!list!of!technical!variables!were!then!compared!to!the!list!of!
technical! actions! that! were! coded! and! collected! by! the! Prozone®! tracking! system.! Technical!
variables! that! were! not! collected! by! Prozone®! were! removed! from! the! selection! process.! The!
measures! that!were! collected!were! then! assigned! a! definition!using! Prozone®!categorisations.! At!
stage!three,!the!head!performance!analyst,!who!worked!for!the!respective!soccer!team,!reviewed!
the! refined! list! for!coherency!and! the!suitability!of!each!variable.!The! review!process!considered!
whether!the!technical!variable!were!i)!a!meaningful!measure!of!the!club’s!football!playing!style;!ii)!
considered!insightful!by!the!coaching!staff!at!the!respective!club;!iii)!the!suitability!of!the!variable!
when! measured! in! combination! with! physical! performance! measures.! A! total! of! 5! technical!
performance!variables!were!selected!for!analysis!following!this!procedure!(please!see!table!4.1!for!




















The! collection! of! technical! performance! data! for! the! current! study! used! the! same! capturing!
process!as!previously!highlighted!in!section!3.2.3!and!3.2.4!for!physical!match!performance!data.!A!
detailed! review! of! the! Prozone®! system! capturing! process! can! be! found! in! section! 3.2.4.! The!






The! Prozone®! system! and! capturing! process! used! in! this! thesis! is! consistent! with! previous!
investigations!analysing!match!technical!performances!of!English!Premier!League!players!(Bradley!
et!al.,!2011;!2011).!Prozone®!technical!performance!data!provides!a!detailed!account!of!every!onH
theHball! event! that! occurs! during! matchHplay.! The! technical! actions! are! coded! using! 5! key!
categories;!i)!event,!ii)!time!of!event,!iii)!player!1!involved,!iv)!player!2!involved!(if!applicable)!and!v)!
pitch!location!(x!and!y!coHordinates).!The!process!of!compiling!the!technical!data!follows!4!stages.!
At! the! stage! one,! the! ‘setup! operator’! inputs! the! game! footage! (using! the! single! camera! angle)!
using! Prozone®! Manager! software! to! create! the! fixture! details.! The! ‘setup! operator’! then!
distributes! equal! units! of! game! footage! to! a! team! of! ‘observers’.! At! stage! two,! the! team! of!
observers! code! all! of! the! events! that! occur! in! the! allotted! segment! of! the! game!using!Prozone®!
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Events! software.! This! software! displays! only! the! specific! users! segment! of! game! footage,! along!
with!the!preHpopulated!information!from!Manager!and!Prozone®!technical!event!category!list.!The!
Events! software! permits! the! observer! to! follow! systematically! and! linearly! through! the! match!
footage!every!0.1Hseconds!until!an!event!occurs.!Events!are!coded!following!the!sequential!coding!
process! of;! event,! time! of! event,! player! 1! involved,! player! 2! involved! (if! applicable)! and! pitch!
location! (x! and! y! coHordinates).! The! software! assists! the! observer! at! every! event! by! listing! only!
permissible! events! for! that! 0.1Hsecond! time! instance! based! on! the! previously! coded! event.! This!
process!has!been! found! to! reduce! input!errors!and!coding! time! (Bradley!et!al.,!2007).!Observers!
are! not! required! to! input! the! outcome! (i.e.! successful! or! unsuccessful! pass),! the! direction!
(forwards,!sideways!or!backwards)!or!length!(short,!medium!or!long)!of!events.!The!software!from!
the!sequential!coding!process!calculates! these!permutations!automatically.!At!stage! three,! ‘team!
leaders’!using!Events!software!perform!a!quality!control!process!and!assess!the!events! logged!by!
the!observers.!The!team!leader!then!uses!the!same!methods,!as!described!in!stage!two,!to!make!
corrections! to! events! if! necessary.! At! the! final! stage,! the! second! team! leader! performs! a! final!




of! event! time! was! 0.007! seconds! and! the! interHobserver! agreement! for! event! type,! player! and!
second! player! involvement! showed! very! good! strength! using! kappa! statistics! (κ! =! <! 0.995).! The!






technical! variable,! for!every!player!and!every!period! (1,!5,!15Hminutes)!were!analysed.!BetweenH
game! data! were! also! collected! from! Prozone! Trend®! system! and! then! arranged! by! technical!










The! betweenHgame! variation!was! high! across! all! technical! variables!with! the! highest! and! lowest!











to! be! highest! for! 5Hminutes! (26.2%! –! 74.0%)! and! 15Hminutes! (28.0%! –! 81.5%)! periods.! The!
variability!was!lowest!at!1Hminute!periods!(<23.9%),!except!for!average!time!in!possession!(73.7%).!
The!lowest!variation!was!found!at!1Hminute!for!passing!success!rate!(9.4%).!Both!total!number!of!

























































soccer! team.! The! findings!demonstrated! that!withinHgame! time!periods!of! 5Hminutes! (26.2H74%)!
and! 15Hminutes! (29.5H81.5%)! reported! higher! levels! of! variation! than! betweenHgame! values! (10H
41.6%)!of! variation.!The! lowest! variation!was! reported! to!occur! in!1Hminute!periods! (9.4H73.7%).!
Passing! success! rate! reported! the! lowest! variation! (9.4H28.0%)! out! of! all! the! technical! variables!
analysed! across! the! different! time! periods.! Overall,! the! high! levels! of! variation! found! in! both!
between! and! withinHgame! periods! indicate! that! player’s! do! not! perform! consistent! technical!
actions!between!and!withinHgames.!These!findings!highlight!the!difficulty!of!interpreting!technical!






current! investigation! is! considerably! smaller! than! what! has! previously! been! published! for!
investigations!on!physical!performance!variation!(Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!This!study!was!restricted!to!
a! single! season’s!worth! of!match! data! for! a! total! of! 14! soccer! players! as! a! consequence! of! the!
restrictions! of! the! population! sample! being! from! a! single! soccer! team! competing! in! the! English!
Premier! League.!However,! the! sample! size!used! in! the!current! investigation!also!had!a! relatively!
high! number! of! repeated!observations,!which! enhances! the!power!of! the! study! (Batterham!and!
Atkinson,!2005).!Previous!findings!have!suggested!that!a!smaller!sample!sizes!is!likely!to!contribute!
to!higher!variability!(Kempton!et!al.!2013;!Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!However,!data!from!the!previous!




limited! number! of! subjects,! a! possible! suggestion! to! reduce! the! variation! could! have! been! the!
addition!of!data!from!multiple!seasons.!This!method!would!also!have!small!implications!(i.e.!crossH
season! variability),! but! the! influence! of! time! of! season! has! been! found! to! be! relatively! small!
compared! to! the! other! factors! that! may! influence! performance! withinHgames! (Gregson! et! al.,!
2010).! The! larger! data! sample! would! improve! the! statistical! power! in! a! study! and! therefore!
increase!sensitivity!to!detect!changes!in!performance!(Drust!et!al.,!2007).!!
Another! possible! explanation! for! the! large! variation! observed! is! the! failure! to! examine! position!
specific! estimates! of! variability.! This! could! have! resulted! in! greater! variation! since! a! player’s!
technical! profile! is! influenced! by! position.! For! example,! central! defenders! have! been! found! to!
perform! fewer! passes! than! central!midfielders! during!matches! (Carling,! 2010;! Bloomfield! et( al.,(
2007;! Reilly,! 2003).! The! high! variability! observed! in! other! match! performance! variables! (e.g.!




the!game,!such!as!possession!of! the!ball!and! tactical!changes! (i.e.! formation!changes),! that!have!
been! suggested! for! betweenHgame! variation! in! physical! performance! (Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009;!
Rampinini!et!al.,!2009;!Gregson!et!al.,!2010)!could!also!be!explanatory!factors.!It!can!be!suggested!
that! the! major! contributing! factor! in! variability! within! the! current! investigation! was! due! to! a!
change! in!management!and!coaching!staff!at!the!selected!club.!During!the!data!collection!period!
(2011H2012! season)! there! was! a! change! that! will! have! had! an! impact! on! the! style! of! play! and!
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formation! during! the! season.! This! could! have! affected! certain! playing! position’s! technical!
involvements!as!previously!suggested!in!the!literature!(Reilly,!2003).!!
Analysis! of! betweenHgame! periods! in! this! study! reported! high! variability! across! all! selected!
technical!performance!measures!except!average!time!in!possession!(10%).!A!possible!explanation!
as!to!why!the!variation!was!lowest!with!this!variable!could!be!due!to!the!values!being!expressed!as!
an! average.! Previous! research! into! technical! performance! in! soccer! has! suggested! that! ball!
possession! is! a! key! performance! indicator! due! to! its! strong! association!with! success! (Hughes! &!
Bartlett,!2002;! James!et!al.,! 2004;! Lago!&!Dellal,!2010;! Lago!&!Martin,!2007).! The! low!variability!
within!average!time!possession!highlights!it’s!potential!as!a!useful!performance!measure!betweenH
games.!In!comparison!to!other!measures!in!the!current!study,!such!as!total!number!of!passes,!the!
high! variability! reported! betweenHgames! (32.9%)! has! serious! implications! for! sample! size!
estimation! in! research! examining!performance!pre! and!post! intervention,! as!well! as,! for! applied!




of! approximately!200! soccer!players!would!be! required.! This! finding!emphasizes! the!difficulty!of!
using!any!of!the!selected!technical!performance!measures!here!to!detect!worthwhile!change!or!to!
provide!an!accurate! indication!of!an! individual’s!ability!to!perform.! It! is!therefore,!suggested!that!
additional! technical! performance! measures! are! analysed! for! variability! in! future! research! to!
explore!whether!other!technical!actions!can!be!used!to!detect!worthwhile!change.!!!!
The!variation!associated!to!technical!measures!were!also!analysed!using!withinHgame!time!periods!
of!1,!5!and!15Hminutes.!To!the!author’s!knowledge,! this! is! the!first!study!to!report!that!technical!
performance! measures! using! withinHgame! periods! of! 5! and! 15Hminute! have! a! higher! level! of!
variability!than!compared!to!betweenHgame!periods.!One!of!the!key!findings!from!this!study!was!
that!the!smallest!time!periods!of!1Hminute!were!associated!with!the!lowest!variation!compared!to!
other!withinHgame!periods.! This! finding!differs! to! the! findings! reported! in! study! 3.0!was! greater!
variation!in!physical!performance!was!observed!at!finer!time!periods.!The!reduced!variation!can!be!
attributed! to! the! fewer! number! of!measurement! points! included! in! 1Hminute! data! periods! than!
compared!to!5!and!15Hminutes.!Despite!the!lower!variation!in!1Hminute!periods,!the!fewer!number!
of! measurement! points! included! in! 1Hminute! data! would! also! seem! to! limit! its! use! for! future!
investigations.!However,! the! large! variability! reported! for! technical! performance!measures!using!
withinHgame! time! periods! highlights! the! implications! for! future! research.! Previous! studies! have!
used!withinHgame!periods! to!suggest! the!occurrences!of! fatigue!associated!with!physical!activity.!
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For!example,!Rampinini!et!al.,!(2009)!reported!a!decrease!in!the!number!of!involvements!with!the!
ball! as! well! as! a! decrease! in! the! total! number! of! short! passes! and! number! of! successful! short!
passes.!This!finding!lead!to!the!conclusion!that!matchHrelated!fatigue!had!a!greater!influence!on!a!
player’s!ability!to!get!involved!with!the!ball!than!it!does!on!player’s!skill!proficiency.!However,!this!
study! failed! to! identify! the! variability! surrounding! the! selected! technical! performance!measures.!





In! summary,! this! was! the! first! study! to! provide! data! on! the! variation! that! surrounds! technical!
performance!measures!both!between!game!and!withinHgame!time!periods! (1,5!and!15Hminutes).!
Present! findings! indicate! that! technical!performance! is!highly! variable!both!between!and!withinH
games.!The!withinHgame!variability!at!5!and!15Hminutes!periods!was!found!to!be!greater!than!that!
betweenHgames.! Passing! success! rate! reported! <10%! variation!withinHgame! at! 1Hminute! periods!
and! average! time! in! possession! (10%)! betweenHgames! demonstrating! these! particular! technical!
variables! are! relatively! stable! performance!measures! in! elite! soccer! performance,! though! this! is!
limited!by!the!number!of!observations!used!in!the!study.!Overall,!the!current!study!showed!that!it!
is!not!only!physical!performance!that!are!affected!by!variation!between!and!withinHgame,!but!also!
a! player’s! technical! contribution.! The! high! variation! reported! for! the! selected! technical!
performance! measures! has! implications! for! the! interpretation! of! match! technical! performance.!









between! and!withinHgames! for! physical! and! technical! performance!measures.! The! highHintensity!
activities! exhibit! the! highest! variability! in! physical! performance! (<263%).! This! has! also! been!
reported!in!previous!research!(Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!The!lowest!variability!was!found!for!average!
speed! (<40%)! and! the! total! distance! covered! (<43%).! In! comparison,! technical! performance!
measures! showed! high! variability! across! all! time! periods! (<78%)! with! the! smallest! variability!
occurring! in! average! time! in! possession! and! passing! success! rate! (<30%).! The! high! variation!
associated!with!these!physical!and!technical!performance!measures!has!significant!implications!for!
research! analysing! soccer! activity.! These! implications! primarily! relate! to! the! interpretation! of!
physical!and!technical!performance!data!in!both!a!scientific!and!practical!context.!
Previous! research! analysing! both! physical! and! technical! performance! within! a! soccer! game! has!
primarily! focused! on! a! comparative! analysis! of! data! associated! with! various! time! periods! and!
temporal! divisions! (e.g.! time! periods!when! peak! activity! is!measured! and! the! subsequent! 5!min!
period)! (Mohr!et!al.,!2003,!2010;!Bradley!et!al.,!2010).!Such!data!has!been!suggested!to!provide!
information!on!matchHrelated!fatigue.!This!type!of!analysis!has!largely!been!carried!out!without!an!
acknowledgement!of! the!variability!associated!with! the! selected!performance!measure!and! time!
periods! used! in! the! analysis.! Evidence! within! the! current! thesis! provides! clear! information! that!
highHspeed!running,!is!subject!to!large!variability!using!both!5!and!15Hminute!periods.!This!suggests!
that! there! is! a! possibility! that! data! from! any!withinHgame! analysis! linked! to! the! identification! of!
“matchHrelated!fatigue”!could!be!misinterpreted.!Furthermore,!previous!research!designs!analysing!
withinHgame!periods!have!typically!applied!NullHhypothesis!significant!testing!(NHST)!to!determine!
whether! a! performance! measure! or! time! period! is! statistically! significant! or! nonHsignificant.!
Batterham!and!Atkinson!(2006)!acknowledged!that!this!method!of!analysis,!particularly!for!applied!
research! could! be! misleading,! as! it! is! dependant! on! the! magnitude! of! the! statistic,! error! of!
measurement! and! sample! size.! As! a! result,! Batterham! and! Atkinson! recommended! a! new!
methodological! approach! to! interpreting! performance! changes! in! applied! research! using!
magnitudeHbased! inferences.! Applying! a!more! intuitive! and! practical! approach! to! analysis! could!
provide!the!researcher!with!a!greater!statistical!context!to!the!data!when!interpreting!performance!




as! this!would! provide! stronger! statistical! understanding!when! analysing! changes! in! performance!
within!a!game.!!
The! aim! of! the! investigation! is! to! therefore,! analyse! both! physical! and! technical! withinHgame!
performance!using!data!from!15!min!periods.!The!study!will!also!look!to!apply!the!new!magnitudeH





and!data!procedures,!as!well!as! the!video!capture!process!used! in! the!current! investigation.!The!
proceeding!section!will!then!look!to!provide!a!detailed!breakdown!of!the!statistical!analysis!used!in!
the!current!study.!The!methodological!approach!implemented!in!the!investigation!was!designed!as!
an!explanatory!study!to!help! inform!applied!researchers!of! the!benefits!of!using!a!more! intuitive!
magnitude!based!inference!approach!rather!than!via!the!dichotomy!of!traditional!NHST!methods.!
Stage! 1! highlights! the! traditional! approach! to! inferential! statistics! that! have! previously! been!




to! analyse! the! withinHgame! performance! data! to! identify! whether! the! significant! differences!






English! Premier! League! during! the! 2010H2011! domestic! season.! A! total! of! 98! individual! match!
observations! were! undertaken! on! outfield! players.! Analysis! was! only! undertaken! on! outfield!
players!due!to!the!specialised!role!of!the!goalkeeper.!The!number!of!games!completed!by!players!










and!Medical! Departments! granted! informed! consent! on! behalf! of! the! players! at! the! respective!
club.!
5.2.2!Data!Collection!&!Analysis!
Players!were!assigned! to! the! same!playing!positions!as! those! identified! in!previous! literature! (Di!
Salvo! et! al.,! 2009;! Gregson! et! al.,! 2010).! The! specific! breakdown! of! the! data! between! positions!






semiHautomatic! tracking! systems! (Di! Salvo! et( al.,! 2009;! Gregson! et( al.,! 2010).! The! physical! and!




were!selected! for!analysis:!1.!Total!Distance!Covered! (m);!2.!Average!Speed! (AVE)! (Calculated!by!
the!mean!per! second! speed!of! a! player);! 3.! Passing! Success!Rate! (%)! (The!number!of! successful!
passes!divided!by!the!number!of!attempted!passes);!and!4.!Average!Time!in!Possession!(sec)!(the!
average! time! in! possession! of! the! ball).! The! decision! to! excluded! highHintensity! activity! in! the!
current! investigation!despite!being!a! crucial! element!of! soccer!performance! (Stolen!et! al.,! 2005)!




The! Prozone®! system! and! capturing! process! used! in! this! thesis! is! consistent! with! that! used! in!














was! selected! as! previous! studies! have! used! similar! NHST! methods! when! analysing! data! for!
statistical! differences! in! performance!measures! across! time! periods!within! a! game! (Mohr! et! al.,!
2003;!Bradley!et!al.,!2009).!The!sphericity!assumption!for!the!repeated!measure!variables!and!the!
interaction! effects! were! checked! using! Mauchly’s! test! of! sphericity.! When! a! violation! of! the!
sphericity! assumption!was! apparent,! the! GreenhouseHGeisser! correction! procedure!was! used! to!
adjust! the!degrees!of! freedom! (Schutz!&!Gessaroli,! 1987).!Observed! significant!differences!were!




Time! periods! that! were! identified! as! ‘significantly! different’! (p! <! 0.05)! during! stage! one! of! the!
analysis!were!then!selected!for! further!analysis!at!stage!two.!The!traditional!ANOVA!analysis! (i.e.!
NSHT)! reported! at! stage! one! identifies!whether! any! of! the!mean! differences! between! the! time!
periods! for! each! performance! measure! was! significantly! different! from! zero! (Field,! 2000).! The!
limitation!to!this! form!of!statistical!analysis! is! that!a!change,!although!significantly!different! from!
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zero,!may!not!necessarily!be!practical!when!looking!at!performance!changes!within!matchHplay!for!
elite! soccer! players! (Batterham!&! Atkinson,! 2006).! This! approach! is! also! unable! to! consider! the!
magnitude! of! the! statistic,! error! of! measurement! or! sample! size.! Therefore,! the! new! analytical!
method!used!at!stage!two,!attempts!to!apply!a!more!intuitive!approach!that!uses!magnitudeHbased!
inferences! as! suggested! by! Batterham! and! Atkinson! (2006)! to! consider! whether! the! mean!
difference! change! between! time! periods! demonstrates! a! smallest! worthwhile! change! in!
performance.!This!approach!uses!95%!confidence! intervals!to!inspect!the!magnitudes!of!pairwise!
mean!differences!between!each! time!period! to!define! the! likely! range!of! the! true!difference.!To!
provide!a!practical! relevance! to! the!differences! in! time!periods! the!Smallest!Worthwhile!Change!
(SWC)! is! then! used.! The! SWC! is! defined! as! the! smallest! change! in! a!measurement! likely! to! be!
relevant! in! performance! terms,! to! the! average! of! all! players! (Kempton! et! al.,! 2014).! This! value!
determines!whether!the!selected!difference!between!time!periods!is!greater!than!the!SWC!and!can!
be! considered! a! meaningful! performance! change.! If! the! mean! difference! showed! a! positive!
change,! a! positive! SWC! would! be! used! to! determine! if! the! change! was! meaningful,! whereas! a!





betweenHsubject! standard!deviation!of! the!selected!variable’s!0H15!min!period!value!observed! in!
game.! The! 0H15!min! period!was! selected! on! the! basis! that! it! provided! a! baseline!measurement!
since!there!was!no!effect!of!fatigue.!As!the!data!set!in!the!current!study!were!different!to!studies!1!
and! 2! the! coefficient! of! variations! (CV)! were! calculated! for! each! of! the! variables! following! the!
Hopkins! (2004)!method! (for! a! full! description!of! the!process!please! see! section!3.2.2!of! chapter!





Performance!Measures! 0S15min!Period!!Mean!Values! CV%! SWC!
Average!Speed!(m/s)! 2.06!(m/s)! 7%! 0.03!(m/s)!
Total!Distance!(m)! 1851.0!(m)! 6%! 24.9!(m)!
Ave.!Time!in!Poss.!(s)! 2.36!(s)! 18%! 0.06!(s)!
Passing!Success!Rate!(%)! 83.6!(%)! 29%! 0.02!(%)!
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This! section! provides! a! description! of! how! to! interpret! the! Smallest!Worthwhile! Change! figures!
that!are!included!in!the!results!section!of!the!study.!!
Figure!5.1!An(example(of(the(Smallest(Worthwhile(Change((SWC)(for(Total(distance((m)(comparing(the(60M
75(min(time(period(to(15M30(min((blue( line),(30M45(min((purple( line)(and(45M60(min((orange( line)(periods.(
Symbols( (A1),( (A2)( &( (A3)( highlight( the( value( for( each( pairwise(mean( difference( between( time( periods.(
Symbols( (B1),( (B2)( &( (B3)( shows( the( lower( limits( of( the( 95%( Confidence( Intervals( (CIs)( for( the( mean(
difference(and((C1),((C2)(&((C3)(for(the(upper(limits.(The(lower(and(upper(limits(are(shown(in(red(font.((D)(
Shows(the(SWC(line(for(Total(Distance((m)(difference(between(time(periods(of(the(match.(The(vertical(line(









(A1)!&! (A3)! for!both!periods!being! lower! than!zero!and! the!95%!CIs! (B1,!C1!and!B3!and!C3)!not!





















A2! or! A3)! indicates! that! some! of! the! data! does! not! constitute! a! smallest! worthwhile! change! in!




Figure! 5.2.( Stage(one(analysis( of( total( distance( covered( (m)( across( separate(15(min( time(periods(withinM
game( (Mean( ±( SD).( *( =( Significantly( greater( than( all( other( time( periods( (P( =( 0.00);( ¥( =( 30M45( min( is(
significantly(greater(than(75M90(min((P(=(0.024);($(=(Significantly(lower(than(all(other(periods(except(75M90(
min((P(<(0.05).(!
Figure! 5.2! shows! that! the! highest! total! distance! covered! in! the!match! occurred! in! the! opening!
period!(0H15!min);!this!distance!was!6H11%!greater!(P(<!0.05)!than!all!other!time!periods.!The!total!


























































































30M45min(period(and(75M90(min(time(periods(of( the(match.(The(vertical( line(represents( the(SWC((M25(m).(
This(period(shows(no(difference(significantly(bigger(than(the(SWC(between(the(selected(time(periods(as(the(
95%(CIs(crosses(the(SWC(line.((
M130( M110( M90( M70( M50( M30( M10( 10( 30( 50(
Mean!change!(m)!
15M30(vs.(60M75( 30M45(vs(60M75( 45M60(vs(60M75(
M250( M200( M150( M100( M50( 0(
Mean!change!(m)!
0M15(vs.15M30( 0M15(vs(30M45( 0M15(vs(45M60( 0M15(vs(60M75( 0M15(vs(75M90(





Figure!5.6! shows! that! the!highest!average!speed!was!also! reported! in! the!opening!period!of! the!






=( Significant( greater( than( all( other( time(periods( (P( =( 0.00);( $( =( Significantly( lower( than( all( other( periods(
except(75M90(min((P(<(0.05).(!
(
All! of! the! differences! between! the! 0H15! min! period! and! the! other! five! time! periods! were!
significantly!bigger!than!0.028!m/s!(SWC)!at!the!95%!confidence!level!(see!figure!5.7!and!5.8).!The!
average! speed! in! the! 60H75!min! period!was! significantly! bigger!when! compared! to! all! the! other!
time!periods,!except!the!75H90!min!of!the!game.!All!these!differences!were!also!significantly!bigger!
than! the! SWC.! The! first! half! periods! of! 0H15! and! 30H45!min! also! reported! an! increased! average!



























0M15(period(and(the(other( time(periods(of( the(match.(The(vertical( line(represents( the(SWC((M(0.028(m/s).(








M0.16( M0.14( M0.12( M0.10( M0.08( M0.06( M0.04( M0.02( 0.00(
Mean!Change!(m/s)!
15M30(vs.(60M75( 30M45(vs(60M75( 45M60(vs(60M75(
M0.30( M0.20( M0.10( 0.00( 0.10( 0.20( 0.30(
Mean!Change!(m/s)!




the!opening! time!period! ! (0H15!min,!2.37s)!when!compared! to! the! rest!of! the!match! (see! figure!
5.9).!Average!time!in!possession!increased!by!11%!(P(<!0.05)!from!the!opening!0H15!min!to!the!final!
period!of!the!match!(75H90!min,!2.63s).!Figure!5.9!shows!that!average!time!in!possession!increased!
throughout! the!second!half!compared!to!the! first!half.!The!time! in!possession!at! the!start!of! the!














































were! also! evident! in! this! aspect! of! technical! performance! with! 77%! and! 73%! success! rates!
observed! in! each! of! these! periods! respectively.! These! values! represent! a! 7H12%! drop! when!
compared!to!the!opening!period!of!the!match.!The!second!half!showed!a!drop!in!passing!success!





The! aim! of! the! investigation! was! to! examine! both! the! physical! and! technical! withinHgame!
performance!of!elite! soccer!players!using!data! from!15!min! time!periods.!The!current!study!also!
attempted! to! apply! new! methodological! approaches! to! data! analysis! to! determine! whether!
significant! differences! in! time! periods! were! associated! with! meaningful! performance! changes!
within!a!game.!The!findings!from!the!study!reported!that!the!physical!performance!measures,!total!
distance! and! average! speed,! displayed! peak! values! during! the! 0H15!min! time! period! of! a!match!
(1832m!and!2.04m/s!respectively).!The!analysis!also!identified!a!drop!in!physical!output!during!the!
60H75!min! period! for! total! distance! (1626m)! and! average! speed! (1.81m/s).! This! period!was! also!

































15!min! period! but! was! not! identified! as! either! a! significant! or!meaningful! change!withinHgame.!
Passing!success!rate!did!not!change!meaningfully!within!the!game.!From!these!findings,! it!can!be!
suggested! that!15!min! time!periods!and! the!physical!performance!measures! (average!speed!and!
total!distance)!can!be!used!to!identify!performance!changes!within!a!game.!!




(Mohr! et! al.,! 2003;! Bradley! et! al.,! 2009;! Weston! et! al.,! 2009).! These! findings! when! looked! at!
collectively!may!reflect!a!‘chaotic’!nature!of!the!start!to!the!match!where!player’s!activity!profiles!




from! the! current! study! on! technical! performance! strengthens! such! claims.! Average! time! in!
possession!was!significantly!lower!in!the!opening!period!of!the!game!when!compared!to!the!final!
period! of! the! match! (75H90! min).! This! reduction! in! possession! may! also! be! indicative! of! an!
increased! focus! of! players! on! setting! the! physical! tempo! for! the!match.! The! evidence! from! this!




an! unrealistic! baseline.! The! finding! challenges! traditional! theorem!on!withinHgame!performance,!
and!highlights!the!need!for!a!truer!representation!of!the!physical!and!technical!demands!in!matchH




during! this! period! of! the! match.! This! observation! conflicts! with! previous! research! findings! that!
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have! reported! the! biggest! decline! in! physical! performance! to! occur! at! the! 75H90! min! period!
(Carling!&!Dupont,!2011,!Mohr!et!al.,!2003;!Bradley!et!al.,!2009).!These!findings!when!viewed!with!
the!current!study!suggest!a!possible!onset!of!physical!fatigue!that!has!accumulated!throughout!a!
match! and! is! affecting! players! towards! the! end! of! the! game.! Previous! investigations! have!








affect! technical! performance,! and! instead! suggests! the! concept! of! players! having! an! ability! to!
manage! their! physical! load! during! the! second! half! by! retaining! greater! possession! of! the! ball!
through!more!touches.!Previous!findings!have!also!suggested!the!concept!of!players!consciously!or!
unconsciously! adopting! pacing! strategies! to! control! physical! exertion! in! an! attempt! to! reduce!










The! novel! statistical! analysis! performed! in! the! current! study! highlighted! a! new! approach! to!
investigating!withinHgame!performance!data!in!soccer!for!applied!researchers.!As!highlighted!in!the!
method! section! of! the! study,! the! nullHhypothesis! significance! testing! (NHST)! used! by! previous!
researchers! to!analyse!withinHgame!time!periods!are!somewhat! limited! in! their!ability! to! identify!
meaningful! changes! in! performance! that! can! impact! ‘real! world’! practices.! These! traditional!
methods!are!able!to!identify!whether!any!of!the!mean!differences!between!time!periods!for!each!
performance!measure!are!significantly!different! from!zero! (Field,!2000).!However,!a! limitation!to!
this! form! of! statistical! analysis! is! that! a! change! in! performance,! although! significantly! different!
from!zero,!may!not!necessarily!be!practical!when! looking!at!performance!changes!within!matchH
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play! for! elite! soccer! players.! Instead,! the! new! statistical! approach! considers! the! smallest!
worthwhile! change! required! to! observe! a! practically! meaningful! change! in! performance.! For!
example,!the!mean!difference!for!total!distance!covered!at!30H45!min!was!found!to!be!significantly!
lower! than! the!75H90!min! time!period!using! the! traditional!ANOVA!method!of! analysis.! This! can!
also! be! seen! in! figure! 5.5,! as! the!mean! difference! is! lower! than! zero.! However,! when! analysed!
using!the!SWC!it!was!found!that!the!95%!confidence!intervals!crosses!the!SWC!line,!which!implies!
that! the! change! is! of! little! practical! importance! because! the! difference! is! not! greater! than! the!
threshold! of! smallest! worthwhile! change! of! H25m.! This! finding! shows! that! the! novel! statistical!





not! in! fact! be! considered! a! meaningful! change! in! performance.! Unfortunately,! examples! from!
these!investigations!are!unable!to!be!calculated!due!to!the!limited!statistical!information!provided!
in!each!study.!The!ambiguity!from!the!findings!does!however!highlight!the!need!for!new!analysis!to!
identify! whether! these! changes! are! indeed! meaningful! changes! in! performance.! Such! findings!
would!have!considerable!impact!in!applied!research!as!the!findings!can!assist!in!training!practices,!
player!selection,!and!player!management!withinHgames!(i.e.!substitutions).!!
It! is! important! to! clarify! that! the! methodological! approach! implemented! in! the! current!
investigation!was!designed!as!an!explanatory!study!to!inform!applied!researchers!of!the!benefits!of!
using!a!more! intuitive!magnitude!based!inference!approach!rather!than!via!the!dichotomy!of!the!




the! analysis! attempted! to! use! the! new! inference! based! approach! to! identify! whether! the!
differences! found!at! stage!one!were! greater! than! the! smallest!worthwhile! change,! and!whether!
the!measurement!error!was!a! factor!when!attempting!to! identify!changes! in!performance!across!
time!periods.!It!can!be!disputed!that!the!more!intuitive!method!used!at!stage!2!is!a!more!stringent!
approach,!as!it!is!statistically!impossible!for!a!mean!difference!to!be!significantly!bigger!than!a!SWC!
of!1.4,!or!any!number,! if! it! is!not!different! from!zero.! It!could!therefore!be!suggested!that!a! less!
stringent! approach! could! be! applied! in! future! research,! such! as! the! use! of! smaller! SWC.! The!
current!study!applied!0.2!x!the!betweenHsubject!standard!deviation!of!the!selected!variable’s!0H15!
min! period! value! observed! in! game! as! previously! used! by! Kempton! et! al.,! (2013)! in! Australian!
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football.!Alternatively,!a!value!of!0.1!could!be!applied,!or!the!betweenHsubject!standard!deviation!
could!be! taken! from!an!overall!average! for!all! time!periods,!as! the! frantic!nature!of! the!opening!
period! of! the! game! would! result! in! higher! values! (Lovell! et! al.,! 2013).! Alternatively,! smaller!
confidence! intervals! could! also! be! applied! when! interpreting! inferences! for! applied! research.!
Batterham!and!Atkinson!(2006)!suggested!that!a!90%!CI!could!be!used!as!the!95%!CI! level! is! too!
conservative! when! adopting! an! inference! based! approach.! Batterham! and! Atkinson! also!





The!current!study!also!highlighted!the! importance!of!selecting! low!variability!measurement! tools!
for!analysis.!A!key!finding!from!the!study!showed!that!average!speed!and!total!distance!were!able!
to!identify!performance!changes!withinHgame!despite!the!relatively!small!sample!in!comparison!to!
previous! research!studies! that!have!used!350+!players! (i.e.!Bradley!et!al.,!2009).!This! finding!has!
important! implications! to! applied! research,! as! it! highlights! physical! measures! that! can! be! used!
when! monitoring! a! soccer! team! or! individual! player! with! a! limited! data! sample.! Technical!








sample! (n=15)! the! 95%! confidence! intervals! are! considerably!wide,! especially! In! the! case! of! the!
technical!performance!measures.!A!greater!data!sample!would!potentially! reduce! the!size!of! the!









with! the! highest! distance! covered! and! lowest! average! time! in! possession.! These! findings!
potentially! challenge! previous! assumptions! of! withinHgame! performance! (i.e.! accumulation! of!
fatigue)! and! highlight! new! considerations! to! the! interpretation! of! withinHgame! performance.! In!
addition,!the!use!of!new!methodological!approaches!to!analysing!elite!soccer!performance!withinH
game!has! shown! the!potential! these! findings! can!have! in!applied! research.! This! form!of! analysis!
provides! the! researcher! with! a! greater! statistical! context! to! the! data! when! interpreting!
performance!changes,! and! reduces! the! likelihood!of!misinterpreting!data! to! factors! such!as!high!
variability.!Together!these!findings!provide!useful!information!to!applied!researchers!that!attempt!
to! identify! key! performance! changes! withinHgame.! Furthermore,! the! identification! of! average!







Soccer! is! an! intermittent! sport.! The! activities! completed! during! matches! involve! frequent!
unpredictable!changes! in! intensity! that! range! from!static!pauses! to!maximal! sprints! (Drust!et!al.,!
1998).! Lazarim! et! al.,! (2009)! has! suggested! that! the! muscular! overload! associated! with! the!
demands! of!matches! and! training! can! lead! to!microHtrauma! in! both! the!muscle! and! connective!




recovery!processes! (e.g.! glycogen! repletion)!would! suggest! that! at! times!players! are! required! to!
perform! whilst! at! subHoptimal! levels! of! physiological! function.! This! may! not! only! reduce! the!
likelihood!of!a!successful!performance!outcome!but!also!increase!the!risk!of!injury!(Lazarim!et!al.,!




Effective!monitoring!strategies! require! the! tracking!of!variables! that!are!sensitive! to! the!changes!
associated!with!the!stress!of!exercise.!The!available!research!would!suggest!that!various!hormonal!
and!muscle!enzyme!measures!have!the!potential!to!assist!in!the!assessment!of!both!the!immediate!
and! the! longer! term! response! of! the! body! following! intense! exercise! (Brancaccio! et! al.,! 2007).!
Creatine!kinase!is!an!enzyme!that!is!found!in!both!the!cytosol!and!the!mitochondria!in!muscle!that!
has! been! generally! considered! to! be! an! indirect!marker! of!muscle! damage! (Ehlers! et! al.,! 2002;!
Baird! et! al.,! 2012).! Numerous! papers! have! examined! the! increase! in! CK! following! exercise!







Smart!et! al.,! (2007)!has! suggested! that!high! levels!of!CK!are!most! likely! related! to!highHintensity!
activities!that!are! included! in!matchHplay.!Direct!attempts!to! link!“actual”!performance! indicators!
to!CK!concentrations!are!very!limited!in!the!literature!(Hunkin!et!al.,!2013;!Johnstone!et!al.,!2013).!
Creatine! kinase! is! related! to! the! coaches! subjective! performance! ratings! in! Australian! Rules!
Football! (Hunkin!et!al.,!2013)!but!not!the!total!distance!covered! in!rugby! league!(McLellan!et!al.,!
2010).!This!may,!however,!be!a!consequence!of!the!overriding!influence!of!the!physical!collisions!
and!the!blunt!force!trauma!that!occurs!in!such!sports!as!Australian!rules!football!and!rugby!league,!
as! opposed! to! their! movement! demands! (Johnston! et! al.,! 2013).! Only! one! study! has,! so! far,!
examined! the! relationship! between! the! activities! completed! within! a! soccer! match! and! CK!
concentrations! postHmatch! (Thorpe! and! Sunderland,! 2012).! This! data! indicated! a! relationship!
between!postHmatch!salivary!CK!concentration!and!both!number!of!sprint!efforts!and!distance! in!
semiHprofessional! soccer! players.! Such! data,! while! useful! in! providing! initial! information! on! the!
potential!relationships!between!CK!and!indicators!of!physical!match!performance!may!be!limited.!
These! limitations! are! associated!with! the! technology! that!was! used! to! evaluate! the! activities! of!
players!within!the!match;!the!standard!of!player!included!in!the!sample!and!most!importantly!the!







at! a! professional! soccer! club.! As! a! consequence! of! this! approach! a! traditional! scientific!
experimental! design!was! not! employed! for! the! investigation! (please! see! 6.2.3! for!more! details).!
The!research!aim!was!fulfilled!by!collecting!data!on!the!match!activity!profiles!and!postHmatch!CK!
concentrations!of!a!group!of!elite!soccer!players!across!a!competitive!English!Premier!League!(EPL)!
season.! Following! this! data! collection! the! available! information! was! analysed! using! statistical!





1.8!±!0.6!m;!body!mass,!84!±!6!kg).! !All!participants!played! for!an!elite!professional! soccer! team!
competing! in! the! EPL.! Data! was! collected! during! the! 2011H2012! domestic! season.! Goalkeepers!
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were!excluded!from!the!sample!due!to!their!specialised!role!within!the!team.!Only!outfield!players!
were! therefore! included! in! the! sample.! The! positional! breakdown! for! the! sample! of! players!
included!was:!3!wide!defender!(WD),!3!central!defenders!(CD),!2!wideHmidfielders!(WM),!4!central!
midfielders! (CM)! and! 3! forwards! (ST).! In! an! attempt! to! control! the! potential! influence! of!
differences! in! the!number!of! observations!on!each!player! impacting! the!data! a! threshold!of! >! 6!






and!welfare!of!both! the!participants!and! the! researchers.!This! included! the! Informed!consent!of!
both!the!Head!of!Sport!Science!and!Medical!Department!at!the!club!in!question!and!the!players.!!
6.2.3!Subjects!!





of! the! live! television! provider.! A! greater! level! of! flexibility! was! required! for! the! data! collection!
process!due!matches!and!kickHoff!time!being!reHscheduled!for!television!broadcast!purposes,!which!













The! physical! measures! selected! to! explore! the! links! between! CK! and! movement! profiles! were!
based! upon! important! match! performance! indicators! in! previous! research! (Mohr! et! al.,! 2003;!
Krustrup,! 2006;! Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009)! and! variables! selected! by! the! club’s! Sport! Science!
Department.!The! following!measures!were!selected! for!analysis:!1.!Total!Distance!Covered! (Total!
Distance);!2.!Total!HighHIntensity!Running!Distance! (THIRD)! (running!speed!>5.5!m.sH1!over!a!0.5s!
time! interval);! 3.! Total! HighHIntensity! Running! Number! (THIRN);! 4.! HighHIntensity! Running! with!
Possession! (HIRP)! (highHintensity! running! distance! covered! when! the! players’! own! team! was! in!
possession! of! the! ball);! 5.! HighHIntensity! Running! Distance! without! Possession! (HIRWP)! (the!
subtraction!of!highHintensity!running!distance!with!possession!of!the!ball!from!total!highHintensity!
running! distance);! 6.! Total! Sprint! Distance! (TSD)! (average! running! speed! >! 7! m.sH1! over! a! 0.5s!
interval)! and!7.!Total! Sprint!Number! (TSN);!6.!Average!Speed! (Ave.! Speed)! (average! speed! is! the!
mean!value!(metres!per!second)!of!the!speeds!that!have!been!completed!by!a!specific!player!for!




postHmatch.! All! samples!were! taken!between! the!hours! of! 09:00! and! 10:00!prior! to! the! start! of!
training.! The! samples! were! collected! in! a! standing! position! using! a! sterile! lancet! (Roche,!




activity! not! associated! with! official! training! sessions! and! climate! could! not! be! rigidly! controlled!
during!data!collection!due!to!the!nature!of!this!investigation.!Such!factors!are!however!unlikely!to!
impact!upon!the!data! to!any! large!extent!as!a!consequence!of! the!similarity! in! individual!players!
routines!following!each!match.!Creatine!kinase!samples!were!analysed!immediately!after!collection!







to! determine! withinHsubjects! correlation! coefficients! between! each! players! CK! values! and! the!
! ! !84!
individual’s! physical! match! performance! output! collected! during! the! match.! These! correlation!
coefficients! were! calculated! from! outputs! from! the! general! linear! models! (Jones! et! al.,! 2013)!






of! players! from! the! matches! that! were! associated! with! the! data! collection! for! blood! CK!
concentrations!used!in!the!investigation.!These!values!are!similar!to!those!previously!reported!for!
elite!players!in!the!literature!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009;!Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!The!THIRN!and!TSN!(140!±!
43!and!46!±!19! respectively)!also! seem!representative!of! this! type!of!data! (Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009;!





Position! Total!Distance!(m)! THIRD!(m)! TSD!(m)!
CD! 9672!±!389! 534!±!122! 133!±!51!
WD! 10507!±!428! 1035!±!189! 339!±!102!
CM! 11454!±!763! 1161!±!279! 326!±!123!
WM! 10663!±!975! 1331!±!254! 451!±!150!
ST! 10476!±!647! 1180!±!275! 338!±!136!





Table! 6.2.( Creatine( Kinase( values( by( position( in( the( games( selected( for( analysis( (mean( ±( SD,(
minimum,(maximum(values).(
Position! Ave.!CK!Value! Min.!Value! Max.!Value!
CD! 437!±!200! 203! 1250!
WD! 511!±!110! 296! 758!
CM! 566!±!310! 184! 1573!
WM! 612!±!169! 365! 1110!
ST! 513!±!220! 210! 1360!











Total!Distance!(m)! 0.076! 0.34! H0.072! 0.221!
HSRD!(m)! 0.045! 0.57! H0.103! 0.191!
HSRN!(No.)! 0.051! 0.52! H0.097! 0.097!
THIRD!(m)! 0.083! 0.30! H0.065! 0.228!
THIRN!(no.)! 0.018! 0.82! H0.13! 0.165!
HIRP!(m)! 0.058! 0.47! H0.09! 0.204!
HIRWP!(m)! 0.002! 0.98! H0.145! 0.149!
TSD!(m)! 0.108! 0.71! H0.04! 0.251!
TSN!(m)! 0.084! 0.29! H0.064! 0.229!
Ave.!Speed!(m/s)! 0.146! 0.64! H0.001! 0.287!
Rec!Time!(s)! 0.057! 0.47! H0.091! 0.203!
Total(Distance(=(Total(Distance(Covered;(HSRD(=(HighMSpeed(Running(Distance;(HSRN(=(HighMSpeed(Running(
Number;( THIRD( =( Total( HighMIntensity( Running( Distance;( THIRN( =( Total( HighMIntensity( Running( Number;(




table! 6.2).! Individual! player! values! showed! great! variation! in! the! CK! response! to! matches.! This!
variation! ranges! from!184!µ.mol.lH1! to! 1573!µ.mol.l1.! The!RHvalues! obtained! from! the! correlation!
coefficients! signify! the! strength! of! the! relationship! between! CK! and! the! selected! Prozone®!






Figure! 6.1.( Elite( soccer( player’s( creatine( kinase( relationships( compared( to( selected( physical(
performance(measures.( A)( Total( Distance( Covered;( B)( Average( Speed( (m/s);( C)( Recovery( Time(
(sec);( D)( HighMSpeed( Running(Distance( (m);( E)( Total( Sprint( Distance( (m);( F)( Total( HighMIntensity(










automatic! tracking! system! (Prozone®).!Our! findings! suggest! that! the! activity! completed!within! a!
match! is! not! related! to! the! CK! concentrations! that! are! observed! 48! hrs! postHmatch.! This!would!
suggest! that! CK! might! not! be! of! value! for! practitioners! to! subtly! track! changes! in! the! physical!
match! performance! potential! of! players! during! the! competitive! season.! This! is! in! contrast! to!
previous! research! (Lazarim! et! al.,! 2009)! that! suggests! that! CK! has! the! potential! to! be! a! useful!
marker!for!the!early!detection!of!muscle!fatigue!in!soccer!players.!Based!on!our!data,!practitioners!
who!are!involved!in!the!scientific!support!of!players!in!elite!soccer!environments!may!therefore!be!
advised! to! consider! alternative! physiological/biochemical! markers! within! their! monitoring!
programmes.!!
!
The!application!of! the!data! in! this! investigation! is!partly!dependent!on!the!generalizability!of! the!
data! to!other!populations!of!soccer!players.!The!physical!match!performance!metrics! included! in!
our! study! seem! to! be! similar! to! those! reported! in! a! range! of! previously! published! literature! (Di!
Salvo!et!al.,!2009;!Bradley!et!al.,!2009;!Krustrup!et!al.,!2002;!Mohr!et!al.,!2003).!This!would!seem!to!
indicate!that!our!sample!is!reflective!of!the!physical!demands!that!are!associated!with!professional!
soccer! at! this! competitive! standard.! The! concentrations! of! CK! that! were! observed! 48hrs! postH
match!also!seem!to!be!comparable!to!those!in!similar!athlete!populations!(Hortobagyi!&!Denaham,!
1989;!Lazarim!et!al.,!2009;!Coelho!et!al.,!2011;!Nedelec!et!al.,!2014).!This!would!support!the!view!
within! the! literature! that! the! completion! of! a! professional! soccer! match! leads! to! significant!
increases! in!CK!for!a!number!of!days!postHmatch.!The!physiological!understanding!of!the!reasons!
for!increases!in!CK!following!exercise!are!not!well!understood!(Andersson!et!al.,!2008;!Lazarim!et!
al.,!2009).! It!has!been!suggested! that!high!CK! levels!are!a! function!of! the!damage! to!muscle!cell!
membranes!during!exercise! (Hortobagyi!&!Denaham,!1989).!Such!damage!may!be! related! to! the!
amount!of!eccentric!activation!of!the!muscle,!as!such!actions!result! in!a!higher!tension!per!cross!
sectional! area! (Thorpe!&! Sunderland,! 2012).! These! actions! are! common!during! intense!bouts! of!
activity!within!a!soccer!match! (Lazarim!et!al.!2009)!and!therefore!are!a!potential!explanation! for!
the! findings! in! this! investigation.! Our! sample! also! displayed! a! large! variation! in! the! CK!
concentrations!observed!as!noted!previously!within!research!on!team!sports!players!(Hortobagyi!&!
Denaham,!1989;!Lazarim!et!al.,!2009;!Coelho!et!al.,!2011;!Hunkin!et!al.,!2013).!Such!variations!are!




The! individual! variation! that! is! observed! in! CK! postHmatch! provides! the! basis! to! examine! the!
relationship!between!CK!and!physical!match!performance.!!While!the!physiological!significance!of!
increased! CK! on! physical!match! performance! remains! unclear! (Hunkin! et! al.,! 2013),! the!marked!
differences!observed!in!CK!within!such!populations!may!be!partly!due!to!the!different!amounts!of!
intense!exercise!and/or!specific!match!actions!completed!by!soccer!players!(Lazarim!et!al.!2009)!in!
different!positions!and! tactical! roles.! The! current! investigation! is! the! first! that!has!examined! the!
relationship! between! postHmatch! CK! and! physical! indicators! of! match! performance! in! this! elite!
population!across!multiple!matches!using!highly!accurate!movement!analysis!techniques.!Our!data!
failed! to! demonstrate! any! significant! relationships! between! any! indicators! of! physical! match!










to! the! variables! chosen! for! analysis! and/or! a! consequence! of! the! “real! world”! approach! to! this!
investigation.!The!variables!chosen!to!explore!the! links!between!CK!and!movement!profiles!were!
based! upon! important! match! performance! indicators! in! previous! research! (Mohr! et! al.,! 2003;!
Krustrup,! 2006;! Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009).! As! such! we! are! confident! that! our! approach! reflects! an!
evidenceHbased! evaluation! of! an! individual’s! physical! match! performance.! The! semiHautomatic!
computerised!tracking!system!used!to!generate!the!data! in!this! investigation!has!the!potential!to!
provide! additional! movementHrelated! and! technical! variables.! While! the! importance! of! these!
variables!has!not!been!systematically!evaluated!with!respect!to!their! impact!on!elite!professional!
matchHplay,!they!have!the!potential!to!influence!the!CK!response.!For!example,!accelerations!and!
decelerations! that! involve! substantial! eccentric! components! are! frequently! completed! during!
matches!and!are!regarded!as!contributing!to!elite!performance!(Bradley!et!al.,!2013;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!
2013).! Future! research! should! attempt! to! investigate! the! links! between! such! nonHtraditional!






season! in! the! EPL.! This! approach! influenced!other! potentially! important! aspects! of! the! research!
design! more! specifically! the! timings! of! the! collection! of! additional! CK! samples.! The! training!
schedule!of!the!players!prevented!the!collection!of!both!preHmatch!and!additional!postHmatch!CK!
samples.!These!restrictions!clearly! limit! the!potential! to!determine!a!detailed!CK!response!to!the!
preparation! for! and! recovery! from! matchHplay! or! examine! the! relationships! between! CK! and!
physical!match!performance!at!other!time!points!postHexercise.!!!!!!
Understanding! the! relationships!between!match!performance!and! indicators!of! the! status!of! the!
muscular!system!in!the!elite!soccer!player!who!will!compete!in!a!large!number!of!matches!(>!60)!
during!a!domestic!season!would!seem!to!be!an! important!practical!consideration.! If!the!recovery!
time!between!matches! is! limited! there! is! an! increased! risk!of!overload! that! can! result! in!muscle!
damage!and!ultimately!injury!(Lazarim!et!al.,!2009).!While!it!has!been!suggested!that!CK!provides!a!
potential!biochemical!marker!for!use!in!elite!team!sports,!our!data!indicates!that!changes!in!CK!do!
not! seem! to! be! explained! by! the! locomotor! activity! completed! by! soccer! players! during! EPL!
matches.!This!would! indicate!that!CK!might!not!be!of!fundamental! importance!to!the!monitoring!
strategies!used!within!elite! soccer!clubs! to! track!performance.!The!“real!world”!approach! to! this!
study! is! however! associated! with! limitations! that! does! not! permit! a! comprehensive!
recommendation!on!the!application!of!CK!analysis!to!athlete!tracking!to!be!made.!As!such!this!area!








approaches! index! performance! into! discrete! motion! modalities,! which! can! then! be! classified!
according! to! type,! intensity! (or!quality),! duration! (or!distance),! and! frequency! (Reilly,! 1994).! The!
findings!from!this!research!have!provided!valuable!insights!into!the!physiological!requirements!of!
the!game!and!subsequently!informed!both!further!academic!research!and!training!practice!(Drust!




al,! 2006).! There! is! therefore,! a! need! for! research! that! uses! data! analysis! methods! and/or!
techniques!that!can!generate!more!complete!and,!more!complex!quantitative!representations!of!
performance! (Anguera! &! Jonsson,! 2003).! Establishing! such! “patterns”! within! the! physical!




the! analysis! of! temporal! structures! and! the! interrelationships! between! events! within! sport!
performances.!This! form!of!analysis! is! conducted!using!an!observational! software!package!called!
THÈME©! (Magnusson,! 1996,! 2000)! and! uses! a! specifically! developed! algorithm! to! determine!
repeated! temporal!and!sequential! structures! in! realHtime!behaviour! records! (Borrie!et!al.,!2002).!
The!THÈME©!software!has!been!used!to!analyse! tactical!and!technical!performance! in!basketball!
(Fernandez! et! al.,! 2009),! Judo! (Gutierrez! et! al.,! 2011)! and! Karate! (Lapresa! et! al.,! 2011).! These!
findings! suggest! that! insights! into! novel! activity! profiles! (complex! intraH! and! interHindividual!
patterns)!can!be!derived!using!the!behavioural!patterns!detected!in!combination!with!elementary!
statistics! (Jonsson,! 2003).! Soccer! specific! research! that! has! used! THpattern! analysis! is! somewhat!
limited! in!comparison! to!other! sports.!The!available! investigations!have!primarily! focused!on! the!
tactical! and! technical! components! of! performance! (i.e.! the! patterns! associated! to! goal! scoring!
opportunities!in!competitive!matches).!For!example,!Sarmento!et!al.,!(2010)!used!the!analysis!tool!
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to! identify! attacking! patterns! of! play! in! an! elite! Spanish! soccer! team!while! Borrie! et! al.,! (2002)!
identified! both! individual! and! team! related! patterns! within! English! Premier! League! and!




subHmaximally,! slowing!down!and!shuffling!at!highHintensity,! then!slowing!abruptly! from!a!sprint.!!
These! successfully! identified! patterns! of! movement! were,! however,! the! consequence! of! the!
analysis!of!a!single!player!case!study!for!a!very!limited!temporal!period!!(15Hmin).!This!makes!the!
generalizability! of! the! data! difficult! to! apply! to! new! other! research! or! investigations,! but! does!
confirm!conclusions!about!the!existence!of!patterns!in!the!physical!profile!problematic.!!
!
The! aim! of! this! investigation! is! therefore,! to! analyse! elite! soccer! player’s! physical! match!




The! following! section! of! the!methodology! has! been! divided! into! three! subHsections! in! order! to!
provide! the! reader! with! the! necessary! background! and! methodological! information! for! the!
chapter.! The! first! section! describes!what! temporal! patterns! are! and! how! the! THÈME©!algorithm!
searches! data! sets! to! discover! temporal! sequences.! This! provides! important! background!
information!on! the! general! approach! to! pattern! analysis.! ! The! second! section!will! then!describe!
how!the!data!set!was!collected!via!the!Prozone®!system!and!formatted!for!the!THÈME©!software!in!
this!current! investigation.!The!final!section!will! then!provide! information!on!how!to! interpret!the!
pattern!sequences!from!the!THÈME©!post!analysis.!!
7.2.1!Description!of!Temporal!Patterns!and!The!THÈME©!Algorithm!!
The! THÈME©! 5.0! software! package! (Magnusson,! 1996,! 2000)! used! in! this! investigation! uses! an!
approach!based!on! the! identification!of! a! very! general! type!of! time!pattern! called! a! `THpattern’.!
This!particular!pattern! is!one!form!of!temporal!pattern!or!configuration,!which!together!with!the!
corresponding! detection! algorithm,! are! the! most! readily! used! in! areas! of! human! and! social!
behaviour! (Magnusson,! 2000).! A! THpattern! is! essentially! a! combination! of! events! in! which! the!








example)! that! follows! a! bottomHup! or! levelHbyHlevel! detection! strategy.! The! algorithm! starts! by!
detecting! simple! pattern! sequence! (2! or! 3)! and! then! proceeds! onto! more! complex! pattern!
sequences!of!(4+).!The!algorithm!performs!the!analysis!in!this!order,!as!complex!pattern!sequences!
are!derived!from!the!simple!pattern!sequences,!(see!figure!7.1)!(Magnusson!et!al.,!2000).!The!first!
line! of! figure! 7.1! provides! a! visual! representation! of! the! temporal! structure! of! a! sequence! of!
movements! in! a! soccer!match! (i.e.! RUN,! JOG,!WALK,! STAND! STILL,! and! SPRINT)! that! appears! in!
proportion! to! the! time! of! their! occurrence.! Within! the! example! line,! a! sequence! of! (AB)! has!
occurred!twice!within!a!dataset!that!also!contains!other!activity!types!(W,!S,!C!and!D).!
The!THÈME©!algorithm!searches!for!a!tendency!for!A!to!be!followed!by!at!least!one!occurrence!of!B!
significantly!more!often! than!expected!by! chance!within!any! time!window!or! interval.! If! such!an!
interval! is! found,! it! is!then!called!a! ‘critical! interval’,!and!the!relation!between!A!and!B! is!called!a!
‘critical!interval!relationship’.!For!this!calculation,!THÈME©!assumes!as!a!zero!hypothesis!that!A!and!




























((AB)(CD))(within( a( larger(data( set( of( physical( activity( (W,( S).( The( complex(pattern( ((AB)(CD))( is(
shown(to(occur(twice(across(the(example(time(period((Borrie(et(al.,(2002).(
Real!data!will!typically!contain!many!more!event!types.!Thus,!in!addition!to!the!pattern!(AB)!being!




may! be! found! between! pattern! (AB)! and! event! type! (S),! giving! rise! to! the! pattern! ((AB)! S),! or!
between!the!simple!patterns! (AB)!and! (CD),!producing!the!more!complex!pattern! ((AB)(CD))! (see!
figure! 7.2).! These!may! then! become! part! of! an! even!more! complex! pattern! (see! figure! 7.3! for!
example).!The!total!number!of!possible!THpatterns,!even!in!a!moderate!data!set,!can!be!very!high.!
For!example,!when!the!potential!number!of!eventHtypes!equals!100,!the!number!of!potential!event!
patterns! involving! up! to! 10! eventHtypes! is! many! orders! of! magnitude! greater! than! 10010,! if! all!
possible! time! windows! are! also! considered! (Magnusson! et! al.,! 2000).! To! deal! with! such! high!
frequencies! of! patterns,! the! algorithm! performs! a! second! stage! of! analysis! that! is! called!
‘completeness! competition’.! At! this! stage,! the! analysis! will! eliminate! detected! patterns! that! are!
partial!or!redundant!versions!of!other!defected!patterns.!For!example,!pattern!QX!is!considered!less!
complete!than!pattern!QY!if!QX!and!QY!occur!equally!often!and!all!events!occur!in!QX!also!occur!in!




















soccer! team!competing! in! the!English!Premier! League!during! the!2010H2011!domestic! season.!A!
total!of!4!individual!match!observations!were!undertaken!on!each!outfield!player.!Analysis!was!only!
undertaken! on! outfield! players! due! to! the! specialised! role! of! the! goalkeeper.! The! reason! for! a!
reduced!data!sample!was!due!to!the!sample!being!manually!collected!from!the!Prozone!3®!system!
for! each! player! and! match.! The! study! conformed! to! the! ethical! standards! of! the! researcher’s!
university!ethics!committee.!The!Head!of!the!Sport!Science!and!Medical!Departments!at!the!club!in!
question!granted!informed!consent!on!behalf!of!the!players!at!the!respective!club.!
The! 5! selected! players! for! analysis! were! assigned! to! the! same! playing! positions! as! identified! in!
previous! literature! (Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2009;! Gregson! et! al.,! 2010).! The! specific! breakdown! of! the!
positions!were;!1!central!defender;!1!wide!defender;!1!central!midfielder;!1!wide!midfielder;!and!1!
attacker.!Every!player!was!analysed!using!data!from!the!same!4!matches!in!an!attempt!to!reduce!























al.,! 2010;! see! chapter!3.0).! For! information!on! the! reliability! and! validity!of! the!Prozone®!system!
please! see! section! 3.2.3.! The! physical! variable! selected! for! analysis! in! this! investigation! was!
Average! Speed.! This! measure! was! calculated! by! the! Prozone®! system! as! the! total! distance! (m)!
divided!by!time!(s).!Metres!per!second!(m/s)!were!used!as!the!unit!measure.!The!Prozone®!system!






Due! to! the! Prozone! 3®! product! being! unable! to! export! time! periods! smaller! than! 1! minute! a!
manual!data!collection!process!was!required!to!collect!smaller!time!period!data.!This!required!an!
observer!to!record!the!activity!trace!from!the!Prozone!3®!product!at!every!10!second!period!in!a!
preHformatted!Microsoft! Excel®! spreadsheet! (Microsoft,! Redmond,! USA).! The! decision! to! collect!
data!every!10!seconds!was!a!function!of!limitations!in!the!sensitivity!of!the!speed!trace!to!provide!
data!(i.e.!10s!being!the!smallest!measurement!unit!available!on!the!speed!trace).!For!the!temporal!
pattern! algorithm! to! generate! the! most! meaningful! analyses,! the! raw! data! was! timeHcoded,!
according!to!time!of!occurrence!as!well!as!eventHtype!(Borrie!et!al.,!2002;!Bloomfield!et!al.,!2005).!
At! each! 10! second! time! period! the! observer! used! the! xHaxis! on! the! activity! trace! to! locate! the!
specific! time!point!and!then!used!the!yHaxis!on!the!same!trace!to! identify!what!speed!the!player!
had! reached! at! that! specific! intersection! (see! figure! 7.4! for! example).! Speed! trace! data! was!
collected! using! whole! speed! values! for! all! lowHintensity! efforts! (i.e.! 1.0! to! 5.0!m/s).! HighHspeed!
efforts!were!also!collected!at!0.5!(m/s)!when!the!trace!was!above!5.5!(m/s)!(i.e.!5.5,!6.0,!6.5,!7.0+!
m/s).! Speeds! of! 5.5!m/s!were! chosen! as! the! intensity! threshold,! as! this! value!was! the! Prozone®!
system!threshold!for!highHspeed!running.!Speeds!between!6.5!and!6.9!(m/s)!were!only!classified!as!










Once!the!data!was!divided! into!time!periods! it!was!then!entered! into!the!THÈME©!software.!The!
data!input!process!into!the!THÈME©!software!required!the!user!to!enter!the!necessary!criteria!for!









Figure! 7.4.( An( example( of( the( average( speed( trace( taken( from( Prozone( 3®( application( for( a(
Central(Defender(in(the(first(3Mminutes(of(a(soccer(match.(The(xMaxis(shows(the(3(min(time(period(









could! then! be! viewed!within! the! software! and! subsequently! exported.! For! the! purposes! of! the!
current! investigation!only!pattern! sequences! that! included!a!highHintensity!action!were! selected.!
This!decision!was!based!on!previous!research!suggesting!that!highHintensity!efforts!are!related!to!
the! actions! that! can! result! in! winning! or! losing!matches! (Stolen! et! al.,! 2005)! and! are! therefore!
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considered! a! crucial! element! of! soccer! performance! (Mohr! et! al.,! 2003).! A! total! of! 616! highH
intensity!patterns!were!identified!across!all!15Hminute!time!periods!(0H90!minutes).!Due!to!such!a!
large!number!of! identified!pattern!sequences,!the!data!was!then!filtered!to!refine!the!number!of!
patterns! for! further! analysis.! The! filter!was! performed! on! each! different! 15Hminute! time! period!






The! following! section! provides! a! detailed! description! of! the! visual! outputs! that! the!THÈME©!5.0!
software!provides!once!the!algorithm!search!has!been!successfully!completed.!The!description!and!
detail! included! in! this! section! is! provided! to! help! when! interpreting! the! data! included! in! this!
chapter.!!
Figure! 7.5! shows! an! example! of! the! data! output! from! THÈME©! 5.0! analysis! software! showing!
temporal! and! hierarchical! representation! of! a! THpattern! from! the! current! analysis.! The! THÈME©!
software!provides!an!individual!temporal!pattern!output!window!for!each!of!the!pattern!sequences!
identified!in!the!analysis.!Within!each!output!window!there!are!four!descriptive!boxes!that!relate!
to! the! single! THpattern! that! was! discovered.! The! box! in! the! top! left! corner! of! the! screen! (A)!




leftHhand! side! details! the! structure! of! the! pattern! and! describes! how! the! individual! actions!
combine! to! form! a!more! complex! pattern.! The! example! pattern! that! can! be! seen! in! Figure! 7.5!
identifies!a!sequence!that!included!a!HIGHHSPEED!RUN!(5.5H7!m/s),!RUN!(4H5.5!m/s,!JOG!2H4!(m/s),!
SPRINT!(7+!m/s)!AND!WALK!0.2H2!m/s).!The!hierarchical!construction!of!the!pattern!shows!that!the!




shows! the!pattern,!as!a!hierarchical! structure,!expressed! in! relation! to! the!observation!period!of!
when!it!occurred!during!the!match!across!time!(i.e.!where!the!pattern!occurred!within!the!selected!
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15min! time!period).! The! lines! also! display! the! connections! between!events! and!how!much! time!
passes!between!event!occurrences!and!pattern!occurrences.!Only!completed!patterns!are!shown!
in! this!box.!D)!The!upper! right!hand!box!displays! the! time!of!each!eventHtype! in! the!pattern!and!
how! the! pattern! connects! through! each! eventHtype! to! make! up! the! full! sequence! or! ‘critical!
interval!relationship’.!The!dots!represent!event!occurrences!and!the!zigzag!lines!that!connect!the!
dots!represent!pattern!occurrences.!The!dots!are!aligned!with!the!pattern!descriptions!in!box!(B)!to!










that!starts!with!a!single!HSR!action!and!combines!with!2!simple!patterns! (RUN,! JOG)!and!(SPRINT,!WALK)! to!make!a!complex!sequence!of!5!actions.!Box! (C)!shows!the!
hierarchical!structure!of!the!5Isequence!pattern!expressed!in!relation!to!the!observation!period.!The!box!shows!that!the!time!periods!between!each!pattern!differed!due!to!
the!width!of! the!structures.!Only!completed!patterns!are!shown.!Box! (D)! identifies!how!often!the!pattern!sequence!of!5!was! found! in! the!analysis.!This!box!shows!the!
critical! interval!relationships!between!each!event!type!and!how!they!formed!to!create!a!complete!sequence.!Each!of!the!activity!events! is!represented!by!dots!and!are!








each!occurrence!series! in! the!original!data!with!a!series!containing! the!same!number!of! random!
time!points!within!the!same!observation!interval,![1,!NT].!The!temporal!pattern!detected!would!be!
accepted! if! the! THÈME©! programme! found,! among! all! the! randomly! generated! ratios,! critical!
interval!relationships!with!internal!intervals!equal!or!smaller!in!size!to!those!of!the!tested!ratio!(see!
figure!7.6).!The!level!of!significance!for!patterns!to!be!found!within!the!THÈME©!program!was!set!
at! 0.0001! and! a!minimum! number! of! occurrences! were! set! at! 20.! The! smaller! significance! and!
occurrence!level!meant!there!would!be!a!reduced!likelihood!of!patterns!occurring!at!random.!





Figure! 7.7! shows! the! number! of! different! physical! activity! patterns! that! were! found! using! the!
THEME©! software! during! the! match! across! all! 15! min! time! periods.! The! figure! highlights! that!
temporal!patterns!do!seem!to!exist!in!a!soccer!player’s!physical!activities!throughout!all!periods!of!
the!game.!The!THEME©!software! identified!a!greater!number!of!different!patterns! in! the! second!
half!compared!to!the!first!half!of!a!match!(252!v!364).!The!second!half!of!the!match!was!also!found!
to!contain!the!15!min!time!period!with!the!greatest!number!of!different!pattern!occurrences!(75S








during! the! sample! of! matches! that! were! analysed! for! the! investigation.! The! analysis! software!


































the! game! (242! occurrences),! while! the! least! common! pattern! was! the! more! complex! pattern!
sequence! of! 6! (3! occurrences).! Simple! pattern! lengths! of! 2!were! found! to! occur! consistently! in!
each! time! period! (15S18! occurrences).! It! is! also! evident! when! examining! Table! 7.1! that! the!
sequences!of!4,!5!and!6!were!most!frequently!observed!during!the!opening!15Sminute!period!(0S
15min),! the! start!of! the! second!half! (45S60min)!and!during! final!15Sminute!period! (75S90min)!of!
the!match.!!!













































































































































The! following!section!of! the! results!provides! information!on! the! three! time!periods! that!had! the!
highest!total!number!of!patterns!sequences!during!the!match!(0S15min,!45S60min!and!75S90min).!
Each!time!period!is!described!separately!and!will!provide!information!on!i)!the!pattern!sequences!






THÈME©!analysis! the!output!windows!as! see! in! figure!7.8!will!be!used! to!highlight! the! sequence!
within!the!opening!period!of!the!match!the!THÈME©!analysis!identified!117!patterns.!Of!those!117!
patterns,!44%!of! the!sequences! identified!within! this!period!were!simple!pattern!sequences!of!2!
and!3.!Figure!7.8!provides!examples!of!the!2!highest!occurring!simple!pattern!sequence!of!2!and!3!
during! this! initial! period! of! the! game.! This! figure! illustrates! that! the! simple! patterns! of! 2! and! 3!
occurred!in!a!cyclical!fashion!throughout!out!the!opening!15!min!with!sequences!of!2!occurring!28!
times!and!sequences!of!3!S!20!times.! In!comparison,!the!complex!patterns!(4!and!5)! identified! in!
the!analysis!occurred!less!often!during!the!opening!period!than!compared!to!the!simple!patterns.!




seen! that! there! is! a! considerable! reduction! in! the! structure! of! the! pattern! sequences! and! the!
number!of!patterns! identified! in!the!following!time!period!(see!figure!7.8).!The!figure!also!shows!
the! considerably! lower! synchrony! in!pattern! sequences! in! comparison! to! the!opening!period! (0S
15min).!
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with! a! length! of! 4! shows! a! sequence! of! (RUN,! JOG,! SPRINT,!WALK)! and! the! sequence! of! 5! (HIGH:SPEED! RUN,! RUN,! JOG,! SPRINT,!WALK).! The! pattern!
sequence!of!4!occurred!18!times!across!the!0:15!min!time!period!and!the!sequence!of!5!occurred!8!times.!!!







length!of! 3! shows!a! sequence!of! (HIGH:SPEED!RUN,!RUN,! STANDING!STILL)! and! the! sequence!of! 5! (HIGH:SPEED!RUN,! JOG,! STILL,!WALK,!RUN).! Pattern!
sequence!of!3!occurred!15!times!across!the!15:30!min!time!period!and!the!sequence!of!5!occurred!5!times.!The!red!shading!highlights!the!time!periods!
within!the!15:30!minutes!where!there!are!no!pattern!occurrences.!The!red!shading!also!highlights!the!longer!time!periods!that!occur!between!patterns!in!





the! analysis! (118).! Similar! to! the! opening! 0?15min! period,! the! number! of! identified! complex!
pattern!sequences!of!4!(53)!and!5!(8)!increased!compared!to!the!previous!period!in!the!match!(30?
45min).! There! was! also! evidence! of! the! first! pattern! sequence! of! 6! occurring! here.! The! simple!
pattern! sequences! of! 2! (17! patterns)! and! 3! (39! patterns)! showed! similar! values! to! the! opening!
period!of! the!match! (1st!half! ?!15!and!36!patterns! respectively).!Complex!pattern!sequences!of!4!
made!up! around!45%!of! the! total! number! of! different! patterns! that!were! seen!during! this! time!
period.! Examples! of! pattern! sequences! of! 3! and! 6! actions! show! how! variable! the! pattern!
sequences!occur!within!the!45?60min!period!(see!figure!7.11).!!
7.3.5%Physical%Activity%Patterns%in%the%75590%Minute%Period%of%the%Game%
The! final! period! of! the! game! (75?90min)! showed! a! similar! peak! in! the! total! number! of! pattern!
sequences!identified!to!the!opening!period!of!the!game!0?15min!and!the!start!of!the!second!half!




identified! patterns! (182),! the! frequency! of! occurrences! for! each! of! the! identified! pattern! were!
smaller! than!previously! reported! for! the!0?15min!and!45?60min!periods.! It! can!be! seen! in! figure!
7.11!that!pattern!sequences!of!3!were!slightly!smaller! in!occurrence!(17)!as!were!sequences!of!4!
(10)!than!compared!to!0?15min!(3!=!36!and!4!=!51)!and!45?60min!periods!(3!=!39!and!4!=!53).!The!
highest! values! for! the!most! complex! sequences!were! found! at! this! time!point! in! the! game!with!














length!of!3! shows!a! sequence!of! (HIGH:SPEED!RUN,!RUN,!SPRINT)!and! the! sequence!of!4! (HIGH:SPEED!RUN,!RUN,!STILL,!WALK).!Pattern! sequence!of!3!
occurred!18!times!across!the!75:90!min!time!period!and!the!sequence!of!4!occurred!11!times.!!
! !





side!with!a! length!of!6!shows!a!sequence!of! (RUN,!WALK,!STANDING!STILL,!HIGH:SPEED!RUN,!SPRINT,! JOG)!and!the!sequence!on!the!right! (HIGH:SPEED!




The!main! aim! of! the! study! was! to! investigate! elite! soccer! player’s! physical! match! performance!
using!temporal!pattern!analysis.!The!findings!from!our!data!show!that!temporal!patterns!do!exist!in!
the!physical!performances!of!soccer!players!and!that!these!patterns!are!evident!throughout!all!the!




time! periods.! These! frequencies! may! highlight! temporally! related! changes! in! the! nature! of! the!
game.! These! may! reflect! alterations! in! the! demands! and! related! changes! in! player! and! team!
approaches!as!a!consequence!of!modifications! in!the!certainty!of! the!outcome!of!the!result.!The!
findings! from! the! investigation! therefore! provide! novel! insights! into! the! withinHgame!
characteristics!and!the!temporal!sequences!that!make!up!an!elite!soccer!player’s!physical!activity!
profile.!This!would!suggest!that!this!analytical!approach!has!the!potential!to!offer!new!perspectives!
in! the! study! of! physical! performance! and! its! practical! application! to! training! and! match!
preparation.!!
The! discovery! of! 616! temporal! patterns! that! included! a! highHintensity! action!within! the! current!
data! supports! the! existence! of! temporal! patterns! of! activity! within! soccer! and! highlights! the!
potential! of! this! approach! to! illustrate! new! types! of! activity! profiles! in! soccer! performance! (i.e.!
complex!intraH!and!interHindividual!patterns).!Traditional!frequencyHbased!analysis,!used!to!observe!
activity! profiles! in! elite! soccer! players,! have! provided! an! important! contribution! to! our!
understanding! of! the! physical! demands! of! the! sport! especially!with! respect! to! data! such! as! the!
total! number! of! highHintensity! actions!made! by! a! player! and! the! amount! of! highHintensity! total!
distance!covered!in!a!match!(Bangsbo!et!al.,!2006;!Bradley!et!al.,!2013;!Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!Such!
traditional!approaches!are!limited!by!the!provision!of!information!on!isolated!activities!rather!than!
a! representation! of! movements! that! are! able! to! link! consecutive! discrete! actions! together.! For!
example,! a! particular! sequence! found! in! the! analysis! was! RUN,! WALK,! STANDING! STILL,! HIGHH
SPEED!RUN,!SPRINT!and!JOG.!This!example!pattern!not!only!highlights!the!intermittent!nature!of!an!
elite!soccer!player’s!activity!profile,!but!also!enables!an!understanding!of!the!temporal!make!up!of!
the! pattern! sequences.! Understanding! the! combination! of! actions! completed! during! games! is!
important,!as!these!patterns!will!ultimately!determine!the!physiological!response!to!exercise!more!
so!than!any!individual!isolated!activity.!Such!information!provides!new!theoretical!insights!into!how!
elite! soccer! players! make! up! their! activity! bouts! and! how! such! activity! may! influence! the!










the! largest!drop! in!physical!output!was!reported.! In!combination,!these!findings!can!suggest!that!
the! temporal! information! provided! from! the! new! method! of! analysis! not! only! provides! similar!
insights! into! physical! performance! in! matchHplay! that! has! previously! been! reported! using!
frequency!based!profile,!but!also!provides!a!deeper!level!of!insight!into!physical!performance.!This!
new!form!of!analysis!allows!researchers!to!look!at!physical!activity!in!a!broader!context!and!move!
away! from! discrete! events! in! isolation.! These! sequences! when! analysed! in! a! wider! context! can!
develop!our!understanding!of!the!physical!loads!placed!on!elite!soccer!players!at!different!stages!of!
match! play.! For! example,! a! greater! insight! into! the! affects! of! temporal! fatigue! on! physical!
performance!could!be!reported!through!the!identification!of!specific!temporal!pattern!sequences!
that! provide! more! insight! to! the! mechanisms! of! fatigue! in! soccer! match! play! than! solely! the!
frequency!and!distance!covered.!!!
Previous!research! investigating!temporal!patterns! in!soccer!using!THEME©!software!has! focussed!
on! identifying! the! existence! of! temporal! patterns! in! tactical! components! of! performance!
(Camerino!et!al.,!2012;!Sarmento!et!al.,!2010;!2011;!Jonsson!et!al.,!2006;!Lapresa!et!al.,!2013).!The!
current! study! is! the! first! to! investigate! patterns! in! the! physical! activity! profiles! in! soccer!
performance! across!multiple! players! and! different!matches.! Previous! work! by! Bloomfield! et! al.,!
(2005)! conducted! a! pilot! study! in! this! area! using! a! novel! analytical! system,! the! Bloomfield!
Movement! Classification! (BMC),! to! look! at! physical! activity.! The! time! consuming! nature! of! this!
analysis!is!limited!to!a!single!player!during!an!isolated!15Hminute!period!of!a!match.!The!outcome!
of! the! study!was! the! identification! of! detailed! and! complex! pattern! sequences! (10! and! 15)! that!
specifically!related!more!closely!to!the!player’s!actions!(i.e.!skips!sideways!left!at!low!intensity,!runs!
backwards! at! moderate! intensity,! turns! 90˚! left).! The! current! study! has! developed! the! earlier!
research! of! Bloomfield! et! al.,! (2005)! by! providing! information! on! patterns! that! exist! within! a!
player’s!activity!profile!across! larger!periods!of! the!game.!The!study!also!used!a!more!conclusive!
data! set! that! included! a! small! sample! of! players! from! each! of! the! key! positional! categories!
(fullback,! central! defender,! central!midfielder,!wide!midfielder! and! attacker)! as! used! in! previous!
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literature!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2006;!2009;!Bradley!et!al.,!2009;!2011).!The!data!collection!method!also!
used! an! improved! quality! data! source! (i.e.! Prozone®)! to! base! the! activity! analysis;! and! has! been!
found! to! be! a! proven! measure! of! physical! performance! (Di! Salvo! et! al.,! 2006).! Incorporating! a!
player!from!each!of!the!key!positional!groups!meant!that!the!patterns!identified!were!inclusive!of!
the! individual! positional! demands! that! have! previously! been! found! to! occur! in! player’s! activity!
profiles! (Bradley! et! al.,! 2011).! Overall,! the! findings! from! both! types! of! research! show! the! huge!
potential! of! future! investigations! to! develop! our! understanding! of! the! physical! movements!
performed! in! soccer! and! assist! in! the! enhancement! of! physical! conditioning! to! replicate!match!





periods! in! the!game.!The!higher!occurrence!of!pattern! sequences!and!complex!patterns! suggest!
that!these!periods!of!the!match!may!be!characterised!by!different!requirements!than!other!time!
periods.!For!example!the!initial!parts!of!the!first!and!second!halves!may!be!more!chaotic!in!nature!
as! the! game! attempts! to! find! its! natural! rhythm.! The! identification! of! this! reinforces! previous!
research! that! highlights! the! infrequent! and! reactive! nature! of! highHintensity! actions! in! soccer!
matchHplay!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2009).!The!high!number!of!varying!patterns!lengths!that!were!found!to!
occur! in! peak! periods! of! the! game! highlights! a! player’s! attempt! to! react! to! the!match! stimulus!
when! requiring! highHintensity! activity! involvements.! This! evidence! conflicts! with! the! notions!
suggested! by! Bradley! et! al.,! (2013)! that! elite! level! players! are! more! selective! about! the! highH
intensity! efforts! they! produce.! Instead,! it! could! be! suggested! that! the! high! number! of! pattern!
sequences! potentially! shows! that! players! are! less! selective,! and! more! reactive! to! the! changing!
game!demands.! A! comprehensive! interpretation! of! the! patterns! observed! in! our! investigation! is!
however! difficult.! This! is! due! both! to! limitations! in! our! approach! (this! was! a! preliminary!
investigation!using!a!small!sample!size)!and!a!lack!of!a!preHexisting!detailed!theoretical!framework!









analysed! (i.e.! fullbacks,!midfielders! and! strikers)! and! applicable! to! the! applied! setting! to! look! at!













how! the! inclusion! of! critical! moments! (i.e.! goals)! into! the! current! investigation! is! difficult! to!
interpret!any!clear!relationships!with!physical!patterns.!However,! this!extra! level!of!analysis!does!
highlight!the!importance!of!linking!between!temporal!structure!of!physical!and!technical!/!tactical!






In! summary,! this! was! the! first! study! to! provide! data! on! the! patterns! that! exist! with! physical!
performances! in! soccer! using! a! sample! of! elite! soccer! players.! The! data! reported! shows! that!
patterns!of!different!temporal!lengths!occur,!varying!from!simple!to!complex!patterns!sequences,!
and!that! these!occur!cyclically! throughout! the!game.!The!variation! in!pattern!occurrences!across!
the!different!periods!of!the!game!may!suggest!that!player’s!activity!is!affected!by!the!nature!of!the!





greater! understanding! of! the! movements! patterns! associated! with! elite! soccer! player’s!
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The! purpose! of! the! following! chapter! is! to! provide! an! overview! of! the! theoretical! and!





The! proposed! aim! of! this! thesis!was! to! investigate! the! potential! for! contemporary! performance!
analysis! to!provide!new! insight! into!the!physical!and!technical!demands!of!elite! level!soccer.!The!
aims! and! objectives! stated! in! chapter! 1! were! fulfilled! through! the! completion! of! the! five!
investigations!conducted!in!the!thesis!(chapters!3,4,5,6!and!7).!!!
!




variation! found! in! both! between! games! and! withinHgame! for! both! physical! and! technical!
performance! indicate! the! difficulty! of! interpreting! performance! changes! during!matchHplay.! The!
lowest! variation! withinHgame! for! physical! performance!measures! was! found! for! 15!min! periods!
with!variables!average!speed!and!total!distance!covered!reporting!a!variation!of!<10%.!The!lowest!
variation! for! technical! performance!measures!was! for! 1Hmin! periods! (9H73%).! Despite! the! lower!
variation!in!1Hmin!periods,!the!fewer!number!of!measurement!points!included!in!1Hmin!data!limit!
its! use.! The! lowest! levels! of! variability! outside! of! 1Hmin! data! were! reported! in! average! time! in!
possession! (30%! CV)! and! passing! success! rate! (CV! 29%)! at! the! 15Hmin! period.! These! findings!
provided!performance!measures!for!subsequent!chapters!(Aim!1).!!
The! physical! and! technical! measures! that! were! identified! as! having! the! lowest! coefficient! of!
variation!were!then!used!to!analyse!data!periods!of!15Hmin!to!accomplish!aim!2.!The!focus!of!aim!2!
was! to!analyse!withinHgame!physical!and!technical!demands! in!elite!soccer!using!15Hminute! time!
periods! and! to! apply! a! new!methodological! approach! to! analysis.! This! study! identified! a! drop! in!





distance! covered! and! lowest! average! time! in! possession.! These! findings! potentially! challenge!
previous!assumptions!of!withinHgame!performance!(i.e.!accumulation!of!fatigue)!and!highlight!new!
considerations! to! the! interpretation! of! withinHgame! performance.! In! addition,! the! use! of! new!
methodological! approaches! to! analysing! elite! soccer! performance! withinHgame! has! shown! the!





or! analysis! for! ‘real! world’! practises.! In! addition,! this! form! of! analysis! also! provides! an! applied!





it! has!previously! been! suggested! that!CK!provide! a!potential! biochemical!marker! for! use! in! elite!
team! sports,! the! data! collected! in! this! study! indicates! that! changes! in! CK! do! not! seem! to! be!
explained!by! the! locomotor!activity!completed!by!soccer!players!during!EPL!matches.!This!would!
indicate!that!CK!might!not!be!of!fundamental!importance!to!the!monitoring!strategies!used!within!
elite!soccer!clubs!to!track!performance.! It! is!suggested!that!practitioners!who!are! involved! in!the!
scientific! support! of! players! in! elite! soccer! environments!may! therefore! be! advised! to! consider!
alternative! physiological/biochemical! markers! within! their! monitoring! programmes.! The! “real!
world”! approach! to! this! study! is! however! associated! with! limitations! that! do! not! permit! a!
comprehensive!recommendation!on!the!application!of!CK!analysis!to!athlete!tracking!to!be!made.!
This!area!requires! further!consideration!especially!with!respect! to!an!understanding!of! individual!
player!characteristics!and!CK!responses!to!acute!and!chronic!exercise.!
!
Elite! soccer! player’s! physical! performance! was! analysed! using! THpattern! analysis! to! identify! the!
structure!and!makeHup!of!potentially!complex!intraH!and!inter!individual!patterns!found!in!matchH
play.! ! This! research!was! completed! in! an! attempt! to! fulfil! aim!4.! The! findings! from! this! chapter!
show!that!temporal!patterns!exist!in!physical!performances!of!soccer!players!and!that!the!patterns!
are!evident!throughout!all!the!time!periods!of!the!game.!The!investigation!identified!a!total!of!616!
different! temporal! patterns! that! included! highHintensity! activities! and! observed! peaks! in! the!
occurrences!of!pattern!sequences!between!0H15min,!45H60min!and!75H90min!time!periods.!These!
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peak! periods! were! found! to! contain! a! high! number! of! pattern! sequences! and! may! suggest!
“chaotic”!phases!of!play!that!require!players!to!be!flexible!in!their!movement!patterns!in!order!to!
meet!the!demands!of!the!sport.!This!new!analytical!approach!highlights!the!potential!to!offer!new!
perspectives! in! the! study! of! physical! performance! and! its! practical! application! to! training! and!
match!preparation.!The!combination!of!findings!from!study!3!and!study!5!together!show!that!there!
is! a! huge! potential! for! greater! insight! into! withinHgame! performance! using! both! approaches! in!







used! in! the! thesis! to! provide! such! insights! into! performance! followed! a! ‘real! world’! or! applied!
research!approach.!This!meant! that! the!approaches!used! in!data!analysis!were!high! in!ecological!
validity,! yet! somewhat! limited! in! terms! of! the! degree! of! traditional! experimental! control! as!
highlighted! in! previous! research! (Drust! et! al.,! 2007).! Taking! this! into! consideration,! each!
investigation! attempted! to! apply! robust! methodological! rigour! to! the! data! analysis! to! try! and!
ensure! that! the! outcomes! and! conclusions! that! could! be! drawn! from! the! findings! provided!
practical!information!that!has!relevance!to!the!elite!soccer!population.!!
Overall,! the! findings! from!the! thesis!have!highlighted! the!difficulty! in!contextualising!elite! soccer!
performance.! The! complex! intermittent! nature! of! soccer! player’s! physical! and! technical!
performance! has! been! shown! to! be! inconsistent! both! between! and! withinHgame.! This!
inconsistency!has! implications! for! the! interpretation!of!physical!and! technical!data! in!matchHplay!
and!also!the!indication!of!meaningful!performance!indicators.!The!work!conducted!in!studies!1,!2!
and! 3! aimed! to! emphasise! the! importance! of!measurement! error,! when! analysing! performance!
data! in!both!a! scientific! and!practical! context.! The! findings!of! study!1!and! study!2! reported! that!
both!physical!and!technical!performance!variables! in!soccer!matchHplay!are!not!stable!properties!
and!are!subject!to!large!within!(player)!and!betweenHmatch!variation!(Atkinson,!2003;!Gregson!et!
al.,! 2010).! The! variation! found! across! the! withinHgame! periods! for! physical! and! technical!
performance!measures!in!study!1!and!2!ranged!for!1Hminute!(7%H261%),!5Hminute!(16%H225%)!and!
15Hminutes!(9%H122%).!The!observation!of!such!high!variation!has!implications!for!the!use!of!such!





to! ‘normal’!withinHgame!variation! (Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!The!current! thesis! is! in!agreement!with!
previous! research! that! has! recommended! a! larger! sample! size! to! overcome! these! limitations! to!
accurately! determine! a! performance! change! (Batterham! &! Atkinson,! 2005).! However,! it! is! also!
important! to! acknowledge! the! difficulty! of! such! a! recommendation! for! applied! researchers!who!
are!limited!by!the!size!of!their!population.!Batterham!&!Atkinson!(2005)!reported!that!in!order!to!
detect! a! worthwhile! change! of! 10%! using! a! performance! measure! that! had! a! coefficient! of!





The! data! from! the! study! 1! and! 2! of! the! thesis! would! seem! to! indicate! that! despite! the! small!
population!used!of!14!players,! the! findings!would! seem!to!be! representative!of! larger!and!more!
diverse! data! sets,! such! as! data! samples! of! 400+! players! to! analyse! variability! for! highHspeed!
activities!(Gregson!et!al.,!2010).!Study!1!and!2!used!a!high!number!of!repeated!observations!of!7!
games!per!player!from!one!elite!English!soccer!team!for!one!full!season!and!found!variability!values!
to!be!of! similar! size! to!Gregson!et!al.,! (2010)!who!used!2!or!more!games!per!player.!The!use!of!













of! performance! in! applied! research! studies.! This! has! been! supported! in! other! research! on! highH
speed! activities! in! soccer! (Gregson! et! al.,! 2010;! Rampinini! et! al.,! 2007).! Obtaining! a! precise!
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indicator! of! performance! with! low! variability! is! important,! as! without! the! selection! of! an!
appropriate!variable!it!is!very!difficult!to!formulate!applied!research!studies!to!examine!the!impact!
of! interventions! that! could! potentially! affect! the! success! of! a! player! or! team! (Bangsbo,! 1994).!
Nevertheless,! the! important! factor! to!consider! in!applied! research! is! to!ensure! that! the! selected!
measure! provides! sufficient! insight! into! elite! soccer! performance!withinHgame.! The!withinHgame!
analysis! that!was!conducted! in! the! thesis! identified!average!speed!and! total!distance!covered!as!
the!only!performance!measures!that!reported!low!variability!(<10%).!Both!the!selected!measures!
were! able! to! successfully! identify! changes! in!performance! in! study!3! at! 0H15!minutes! and!60H75!
minutes!using!15Hminute!periods.!However,!despite!these!important!findings!it!can!be!agreed!that!
a!limitation!to!the!use!of!total!distance!covered!as!a!performance!measure!is!that!it!only!provides!
detail! of! the! overall! volume! of! load,! and! is! limited! in! its! ability! to! differentiate! between! small!
differences!in!specific!activity!patterns.!The!use!of!average!speed!however,!encompasses!elements!
of! both! the! overall! load,! as! well! as! the! highHintensity! actions,! as! the! unit!measures!meters! per!
second.! At! present,! there! is! no! variable! that! is! accepted! as! the! ‘gold! standard’! when! analysing!
soccer! performance,! but! evidence! from! the! thesis! suggests! that! average! speed! could! be!











for! a! CV! of! 30%! reported! in! study! 1! (Batterham! &! Atkinson,! 2005).! Such! findings! highlight! the!
potential!misinterpretation!of!previous!investigations!that!have!explored!the!existence!of!temporal!
fatigue! occurring! in! physical! performance! using! total! highHspeed! running! distance! and! 5Hminute!
data!periods!(Mohr!et!al.,!2003;!Bradley!et!al.,!2009).! It! is! therefore! important!for!researchers!to!
carefully! select! performance! measures! and! time! periods! with! low! variability! when! analysing!
performance! withinHgame.! Furthermore,! the! variability! reported! from! study! 1! and! 2! for! 5! min!
(16%H225%)! and! 15!min! (9%H122%)! performance! data! also! highlights! important! methodological!




the! ‘noise’! in! the! data! is! considerably! greater! than! the! signal.! Whereas,! the! 15! min! periods!
represents! a!more! stable!marker! for! analysis! and! does! not! require! the! same! size! of! sample! to!
analyse!performance.!On!the!basis!of!these!findings!it!might!seem!appropriate!for!investigation!to!
select! time! periods! that! represent! the! more! stable! time! period.! However,! from! a! theoretical!
perspective,!it!is!also!important!to!identify!which!time!period!is!better!suited!for!the!requirements!
of! the! investigation.! For! example,! investigations! looking! to! measure! temporal! fatigue! in!
performance!withinHgame!would! require!more! discrete! time! periods! to! identify! such! changes! in!
performance! (i.e.!5!min).!Whereas,! the!use!of!15!min!periods! for!analysis!would!provide!a!more!
generalised!context!to!the!withinHgame!periods,!and!would!potentially!overlook!subtle!changes!in!
performance.!This! information!therefore!highlights!the! importance!for! future!applied!research!to!
factor! in! these! considerations! before! designing! studies! to! analyse! performance! changes! using!
withinHgame!time!periods.!
The!chaotic!nature!of!the!opening!period!(0H15!minutes)!of!the!match!found!in!study!3!of!the!thesis!
highlights! an! important! consideration! for! future! theoretical! approaches! attempting! to! analyse!




during! this!period! is!possibly!attempting! to! find! its!natural! rhythm,!and!assumes! that! this!period!
might!perhaps!be!an!unrealistic!baseline.!It!is!suggested!that!the!workHrate!of!an!elite!professional!
soccer!match! represents! a! positive! pacing! strategy! during! each! half,! wherein! the! proportion! of!






The! approaches! used! in! research! typically! index! performance! into! discrete! motion! modalities,!
which! can! then!be! classified! according! to! type,! intensity! (or! quality),! duration! (or! distance),! and!
frequency! (Reilly,! 1994).! Such! approaches! have! been! found! to! limited! by! the! provision! of!
information!on!isolated!activities!rather!than!a!representation!of!movements!that!are!able!to!link!
consecutive! discrete! actions! together.! As! a! consequence,! the! thesis! looked! to! explore! physical!
performance!data!using!temporal!pattern!analysis!to!generate!more!complete!and!more!complex!
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quantitative! representations! of! performance! (Anguera! &! Jonsson,! 2003).! The! findings! from! the!





will! ultimately! determine! the! physiological! response! to! exercise! more! so! than! any! individual!






min! period! that! show! significant! increases! in! physical! output! within! a! game! could! be! further!
analysed! to! identify! whether! specific! temporal! pattern! sequences! occur! in! a! player’s! activity!
profile.! Thus! providing! a! greater! context! to! the! demands! of! elite! soccer! players! withinHgames.!
Unlike!the!other!studies,!the!recommendation!to!apply!a!greater!data!set!to!this!approach!might!
not! enhance! the! findings! of! physical! performance.! Instead,! this! form! of! analysis!might! be!more!








measures! and! biological! markers! within! this! thesis.! The! thesis! was! the! first! to! examine! the!
relationship! between! postHmatch! CK! and! physical! indicators! of! match! performance! in! an! elite!
population! across! multiple! matches.! Study! 4! failed! to! demonstrate! any! significant! relationships!
between! any! indicators! of! physical! match! performance! and! postHmatch! CK! values.! This! finding!
suggests! that! CK!may!not! accurately! reflect! changes! in! the! activity! profiles! completed!by! soccer!
players!during!EPL!matches.!However,!the!failure!to!observe!a!link!between!the!movement!profile!
of!EPL!players!and!CK!may!also!be!a! function!of! the!applied! research!approach!employed!within!
this! investigation,! as! well! as! within! the! thesis.! Possible! reasons! for! this! could! be! related! to! the!







design!employed!within! this! investigation.!Due! to!applied!nature!of! the! investigations!within! the!
thesis,! studies! had! to! adhere! to! the! club’s! respective! training! schedule! for! the! players,! which!
prevented! the! collection! of! both! preHmatch! and! additional! postHmatch! data! samples! (i.e.! CK!
collection).!These!restrictions!clearly!limit!the!potential!to!determine!a!detailed!biological!response!
to! the! preparation! for! and! recovery! after! matchHplay,! or! examine! the! relationships! between!
biological!markers!and!physical!match!performance!at!other!time!points!postHexercise.!This!finding!
further! highlights! the! difficulty! in! design! of! “real! world”! approaches! to! research! that! look! to!
provide! data! that! are! high! in! ecological! validity,! yet! limited! in! terms! of! its! degree! of! traditional!
experimental! control.! Suggestions! to! improve! the! data! collection! process! are! difficult! in! such!
applied!environments,!as!the!researchers!are!limited!in!there!access!to!players!and!are!affected!by!
rest!days,!away!matches,!club!schedules!and!player!commitments!pre!or!post!training.!Though!this!
does! not! suggest! that! data! collection! for! biological! measures! are! not! possible! in! elite! soccer.!





analysis! has! been!widely! used! in! previous! research! that! has! attempted! to! analyse! performance!
data!between!games!(Di!Salvo!et!al.,!2006;!Bradley!et!al.,!2009)!and!now!withinHgame!(see!chapters!
3.0! and! 4.0).! This! form! of! analysis! is! associated! with! significant! costs! and! prohibits! these!





the! measurement! tool! for! the! purposes! of! the! thesis.! Instead,! the! thesis! relied! on! previous!












fulfilled! through! the! completion! of! the! five! investigations! found! in! chapters! 3! to! 7.! The! findings!
from!the!thesis!show!that!there!is!large!variability!associated!to!physical!and!technical!performance!
measures!withinHgame.!The!size!of!the!variability!has! important! implications! in!the! interpretation!
of!such!data.!It! is!therefore!recommended!that!appropriate!analysis!be!performed!to!identify!the!
variability! within! data! sets! before! attempting! to! investigate! performance.! The! identification! of!
average! speed! and! total! distance! to! report! <10%! variability! identifies! the! potential! of! new!
measures! to! identify! changes! in! soccer! performance.! The! analysis! of! withinHgame! performance!
using! both! these! measures! identified! key! periods! within! the! game! that! challenge! current!
theoretical! understanding! of! withinHgame! performance.! In! addition,! novel! analytical! approaches!









The! five! investigations! completed! within! this! thesis! have! provided! novel! information! on! the!
physical!and!technical!demands!of!elite!soccer!performance.!These!findings!have!encouraged!the!










changes!withinHgame.! It! is! therefore! suggested! that! future! research! should!analyse!a! larger!data!







withinHgame! across! 15Hminute! time! periods.! In! particular,! the! 0H15! min! and! 60H75! min! periods!
were! found! to! represent! meaningful! changes! in! performance.! It! is! therefore! suggested! that! a!
future! investigation! should! continue! to! examine! these! periods! using! smaller! timer! periods! for!
analysis!(i.e.!5!min)!and!also!in!combination!with!the!novel!pattern!analysis!approach.!This!would!
look! to! provide! further! understanding! to! the! changes! observed! in! elite! soccer! withinHgame!






Creatine! Kinase! (CK)! and! soccer! performance!measures.! However,! the! approach! highlighted! the!
importance! to! conduct! future! analysis! using! new! biological!markers! and! performance! data.! It! is!



















the! support! team! at! a! professional! football! club.! The! findings! from! study! 1,! 2! and! 3! provide!
particular! insights! for! sport! science! and! fitness! practitioners!who! are! responsible! for!match! and!
training! data.! The! studies! highlight! the! difficulties! in! the! interpretation! and! measurement! of!
performance!data.!Study!1!and!2!in!particular!hopes!to!raise!a!greater!awareness!for!researchers!/!
practitioners! of! the! variability! associated! to! physical! and! technical! measures! when! looking! at!
withinAgame! performance,! and! also! provide! recommendations! on! how! to! interpret! such!
information.!!
!
Studies! 1A3! also! aimed! to! raise! a! greater! awareness! in! the! delivery! of! information! to! fellow!
practitioners! and! coaching! staff.! The! development! in! technology! now! allows! access! to! a! huge!
selection!of!player! and! team’s!physical! and! technical! data,!which! can!be!used!by!practitioner! to!
assist! in! the! quantification! of! performance!when! reviewing! previous!matches,! team! selection! or!







• Due! to! the! limited! access! to! greater! data! sample! sizes! in! professional! or! elite! clubs! it! is!






used! in!elite!soccer!clubs,! it! is! recommended!that!practitioners!establish!and!report!CV’s!
for!their!data!sets!when!performing!any!form!of!investigative!analysis.!!
!
• The! large! degree! of! between! and! withinHgame! variability,! particularly! for! highHintensity!
activity,! has! important! implications! for! interpreting! physical! performance! during!
competition!play.!The!findings!within!the!thesis! identify!that!both!highHintensity!activities!
are!not!consistent!between!or!withinHgames.!As!a!result,!single!match!observations!do!not!




• It!would!be! suggested! to! consider! the!precision!of! your! selected!performance!measures!




variability! for! performance! measures! can! increase! /! reduce! dependant! on! the! selected!
time!period.!!
!
The! findings! from! study! 3! could! also! be! used! to! help! educate! coaching! staff! who! may! not!
necessarily!be!used!to!interpreting!physical!or!technical!data!post!training!or!matches.!The!ability!
to! contextualise! the! findings! on! withinHgame! performance! alongside! the! coach’s! own! objective!
analysis! could! aid! in! their! decisionHmaking! for! future! matches! (i.e.! player! selection! or!
substitutions).!Providing!data!without! context!has! the!potential! to! lead! to!poor!decisionHmaking,!
whereas,!coaches!who!have!a!greater!interpretation!of!withinHgame!performance!trends!that!have!
been! reported! in! this! thesis!and!other! research! (i.e.!physical!peaks! in!activity! in! the!opening!15H
minutes!of!each!half)!could!help!in!critical!moments!of!the!game.!!!
!
The! findings! from! study! 5! of! the! thesis! that! investigated! patterns! of! activity! within! elite! soccer!
player’s! physical! performances! could! also! be! utilised! by! the! fitness! conditioning! and! medical!
practitioners! within! football! clubs.! The! ability! to! design! and! implement! training! practices! that!
replicate!movement! patterns! and! activity! bouts! from! competitive!matches! for! individual! playing!
positions! (i.e.! for! a! fullback! or! striker)! could! help! enhance! conditioning! programmes! and! the!
physical! preparation! of! players.! This! area! of! research! if! developed! further! could! also! have! an!
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impact!on! the! rehabilitation!and! injury!prevention!of!players.! Tailored! training!programmes! that!
are!designed!specifically!to!each!position!based!on!the!demands!of!the!game!have!the!potential!to!
enhance! a! player’s! physical! resilience! to! repetitive! movements! that! occur! during! competitive!
matches,! thus! reducing! the! risks! of! potential! injury.! Additionally,! the! rehabilitation! of! a! player!







journey! that! I’ve! followed! to! the! completion! of! my! PhD.! When! considering! these! potentially!
conflicting!areas,! I’ve!attempted!to!capture! the!key!challenges!and! frustrations!as!a!practitionerH






wanted! to!work! in! professional! football.! The! exact! professional! role!within! the! football! industry!
was!not!clear!to!me,!or!even!after!graduating!from!my!undergraduate!degree.!The!role!was!not!a!
primary!concern!of!mine!thanks!to!the!positive!experiences!of!working! in!both!sport!science!and!
















harness! the!experiences! and! knowledge! that! I!was!developing! from!my!multiHdisciplinary! role! at!









second! hand! about! the! volatility! of! the! elite! industry! from! fellow!practitioners! at! guest! lectures!
where!they!shared!their!experiences!of!how!new!management!often!brought!new!backroom!staff,!
which!could!inevitably!result!in!a!loss!of!employment.!Entering!into!the!professional!football!world!
for! the! first! time! this!was! something! I! had! learnt! to! accept! as! a!part!of! the!highHpressured!elite!
team!culture.!When!reflecting!on!my!own!personal!experiences!throughout!the!5!years!it!has!taken!
me!to!complete!my!thesis,!I’ve!worked!for!a!football!club!and!latterly!a!senior!international!team.!
During! this! time,! I’ve! experienced! firstHhand! a! club! change! ownership,! 3! changes! of!manager,! 6!
changes!of!coaching!staff,!>50!different!playing!staff,!2!changes!to!the!heads!of!departments!that!
I’ve!worked!under,! and!as! I!write! this,!my! international! senior! football! team!has! just!announced!





to! succeed!at!my! role! so! to! remain! in! football.!Whether! a!new!head!of!department,!or!drawing!
closer!to!the!end!of!a!shortHterm!contract,!certain!watershed!situations!drove!me!to!focus!more!on!
my!dayHtoHday!work!and!meet!the!new!demands!and!expectations!of!my!line!manager!rather!than!
devote! the!quality! time!and!energy! to! focus!on!my! research.! This!was! a! difficult! and! frustrating!
situation!to!be!confronted!with!as!a!practitioner!and!as!a!researcher,!and!on!reflection!I!think!it!is!
important!to!highlight!why!the!job!had!to!come!first.!Whether!this!pathway!was!the!best!decision!













to! investigate! match! performance.! Upon! reflection,! the! nature! of! my! role! made! the! journey!
certainly!more! problematic! and! challenging! than! what! I! initially! anticipated! and! hoped! for.! The!
workload! as! a! performance! analyst! was! a! constant! wave! of! pre! and! post! match! analysis,!
particularly!working!for!an!ambitious!club!that!had!involvements!in!European,!domestic!league!and!
cup!competitions!with!an!excess!of!50!matches!per!season.!My!attention!to!my!research!was!very!
much!dependant!on! the! fixture!periods!at! the! football! club.!For!example,!during! intense!periods!
from!December!to!January!I!would!put!my!thesis!on!hold!as!the!games!rolled!in!on!average!every!4!
days!for!an!entire!month.!As!a!result,!my!focus!and!energy!to!my!research!was!as!intermittent!as!
the!player!activity!profiles! I!was! trying! to! investigate.!The!demands!of! the! role!as!a!practitionerH
researcher!brought!out!sometimesHstrong!feelings!of!conflict!that!lead!to!frustration!H!partly!from!













high!standards!my!thesis!has!not!developed!my!thinking! to! the!highest!extent! to!which! I! initially!
had!hoped! for.!However,!as!a!body!of!work! I! feel! that! it! is! informative!and!well! researched!with!
some!interesting!areas!for!further!investigation.!I!feel!I!need!to!highlight!to!the!reader!the!heights!
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